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and Phil Doctor are associate economists at the Federal 
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Gene Amromin, Craig Furfine, and Wojciech Kopczuk for 
helpful comments.

Introduction and summary

What happens to people’s assets in the period imme-
diately preceding their death? This is an important 
question for a number of reasons. To begin with, the 
elderly have a lot of wealth—households whose heads 
are 65 or older account for more than one-third of  
U.S. household wealth1—and the way in which they 
manage all this wealth may depend critically on end-
of-life events. If, for example, elderly people are afraid 
of incurring large medical expenses just before they 
die, they might keep large amounts of assets even in 
very old age and not run down their assets until their 
illnesses appear terminal. Moreover, the need to pay 
for end-of-life expenses should affect the amount of 
wealth that younger households accumulate to fund 
their retirement. The issue of whether working house-
holds are saving enough has raised enough debate to 
warrant its own chapter in the current Economic Re-
port of the President. This debate cannot be resolved 
until we learn the magnitude of end-of-life expenses.

In this article, we use data from the Asset and 
Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old (AHEAD), collect-
ed by scholars at the University of Michigan, to track 
the assets and expenses of elderly households in their 
last years of life. We find that the assets of people who 
die decline much faster than the assets of people who 
survive, even after controlling for age, sex, and initial 
asset levels. For single-person households, average 
wealth declines by 30 percent in the year preceding 
death and by 50 percent in the three years preceding 
death. The assets of single survivors with characteris-
tics similar to those of the deceased, on the other 
hand, are flat over the same period.

Our main finding is that death is often preceded 
by a costly illness. Out-of-pocket medical expendi-
tures related to drug costs, doctor visits, and hospital 
and nursing home stays go up by about 200 percent in  
the few years before death. The increase in medical 

spending before death, combined with burial expenses, 
can explain about 24 percent of the decline in assets 
of the soon-to-be deceased and about 37 percent of 
the decline in assets in the last year of life. In short, 
out-of-pocket medical expenses right before death can 
deplete the assets of many elderly households and 
constitute an important reason to keep assets in old 
age. Our findings also suggest that even if government 
insurance and transfer programs, such as Medicare, 
Medicaid, or Supplemental Security Income, are 
shielding the elderly from medical expenses, the  
coverage is far from complete.

Related literature and contributions  
of our article

The principal model that economists use to un-
derstand saving and to project how policy changes—
such as changes in social security or Medicare—will 
affect saving is the life-cycle model.2 The life-cycle 
model assumes that people are forward-looking and 
base their consumption and saving decisions on their 
preferences for consumption and knowledge of their 
future income. In the simplest version of the model, 
individuals know with perfect certainty the age at which 
they will die, and they place no value on leaving be-
quests to their children. Under this framework, indi-
viduals choose to die with no wealth: An individual 
in the last period of life, knowing that he is going to die 
and receiving no utility from bequests, forgoes utility 
if he does not consume all of his remaining wealth. 
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This simple version of the life-cycle model, how-
ever, is at odds with a large body of empirical research 
showing that many households retain large amounts 
of assets even in very old age (see Hurd, 1990, for a 
review). There are several reasons why a simple life- 
cycle model might underpredict saving by the elderly. 
First, people are usually uncertain about the exact 
time of their death and might need to save against the 
possibility of a long life. Second, people might save 
in order to bequeath assets to their children. Third, 
people might retain assets in case they need to pay  
for large out-of-pocket medical expenses.3

In this article, we consider another possibility, 
namely, that the data are incomplete. Although the age 
profile of assets has been carefully documented, we 
are among the first to document the changes in assets 
and medical expenditures that occur immediately be-
fore death. This is extremely important because many 
studies do not include people that are just about to die. 
For example, people in nursing homes are not included 
in the core sample of the Survey of Consumer Finances 
(SCF), although they are included in the high wealth 
oversample. If high medical expenses incurred from 
nursing home visits cause assets to decline before death, 
this will be completely missed in any study that uses 
SCF data. The predictions of the life-cycle model re-
fer to what happens immediately before death: We are 
constructing a more precise test of the theory.

In addition, by studying the medical expenditures 
that are incurred right before death, we can develop  
a better measure of how much medical expense risk 
households face. This helps us better understand the 
importance of precautionary motives. Finally, our anal-
ysis helps us evaluate the risk of poverty immediately 
before death, an issue of major policy relevance. 

Our work in this article is arguably most related 
to work by Hurd and Smith (2001), Yun (2003), and 
Hoover et al. (2004). Hurd and Smith find that assets 
decline very little at death, but base their comparison 
on the 1993 wave of the AHEAD, for which assets 
appear to be underreported much more severely than 
in other waves. Yun uses AHEAD data to consider 
how “expecting death” affects asset growth and, like 
us, finds that people run down their assets as they ap-
proach death. Using the Medicare Current Beneficiary 
Survey, Hoover et al. find that medical expenditures 
rise dramatically in the final year of life.

Data

We use data from the Asset and Health Dynamics 
Among the Oldest Old data set. The AHEAD is a survey 
of individuals who in 1993 were both noninstitution-
alized and aged 70 or older. A total of 8,222 individuals 

in 6,047 households were interviewed for the first 
wave in 1993. These individuals were interviewed 
again in 1995, 1998, 2000, and 2002. The AHEAD 
data include a nationally representative core sample, 
as well as additional samples of blacks, Hispanics, 
and Florida residents.

The AHEAD has comprehensive asset measures. 
It has information on the value of housing and real 
estate, autos, liquid assets (which include money mar-
ket accounts, savings accounts, and Treasury bills), 
individual retirement accounts (IRAs), Keogh plans, 
stocks, the value of farms or businesses, mutual funds, 
bonds, and “other” assets and investment trusts. Our 
measure of wealth is the sum of all these assets, less 
mortgages and other debts. Following common prac-
tice (for example, Hurd, 1989; and Attanasio and 
Hoynes, 2000), we exclude pension and social security 
wealth. Because assets appear to be significantly un-
derreported in the first wave (see Rohwedder, Haider, 
and Hurd, 2004), we begin our analysis with data 
from wave two (the 1995 wave).

Given their age, many members of the sample die 
over the sample period. A novel feature of the AHEAD 
data is that survivors of the deceased (usually either a 
surviving spouse or a child) are interviewed. Survivors 
are asked about the value of the estate, insurance pay-
ments, medical expenses immediately preceding death, 
and costs associated with death, such as burial expens-
es. The key variable is the value of the estate. The ex-
act question asked of the survivors of the deceased 
varied year to year, but in most years they were asked: 
“Altogether, what was the value of (his/her) total es-
tate?” How the survivors of the deceased interpret this 
question is unclear. However, in appendix A, we show 
that, at least for the children of the deceased, the most 
likely interpretation of the question is the total value 
of the estate, inclusive of all possessions, such as the 
house and other valuables. If one member of the house-
hold dies but the other survives, we do not use the re-
sponse to the estate question, but instead use the 
survivor’s responses to the usual asset questionnaire. 

There are several problems with our asset data. 
The first is that the wealthy tend to underreport their 
wealth in virtually every household survey (Davies 
and Shorrocks, 2000). This leads us to understate  
asset levels at all ages. However, Juster, Smith, and 
Stafford (1999) show that the wealth distribution of 
the AHEAD matches up well with aggregate values 
for all but the richest 1 percent of households. A sec-
ond problem with our data is that it spans the years 
1995 to 2002, a period in which there was a rapid rise 
in asset prices. This makes it difficult for us to distin-
guish between intended asset growth due to active 
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TaBlE 1

Household wealth, by asset type and year

	 1995 1998 2000 2002

Housing	 75,391	 77,051	 84,256	 84,183
Liquid	assets	 52,078	 47,236	 48,081	 61,021
Stocks	 49,946	 52,675	 50,387	 43,619
Automobiles	 4,778	 5,148	 4,804	 4,550
Businesses	 12,057	 8,916	 8,480	 17,183
Individual	retirement
		accounts	 7,558	 9,013	 11,312	 7,963
Other	assets	 3,278	 5,553	 4,606	 3,525
Debt	 2,456	 2,649	 2,501	 3,052
Total	assets	 202,630	 202,943	 209,425	 218,992
Observations	 3,880	 3,303	 2,777	 2,312

Notes:	Table	does	not	include	the	value	of	estates.	All	values	are	in	1998	dollars.	
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and Health Dynamics  
of the Oldest Old.	

TaBlE �

Survival probabilities of singles

 Single male Single female

Alive	in	1995	 501		 2,214

Alive	in	2002	 192	(38)	 1,161	(52)
Dead	in	2002	 309	(62)	 1,053	(48)

Note:	Percentage	of	sample	is	in	parentheses.
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and 
Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.	

TaBlE 3

Survival probabilities of married couples

Married	couples	in	1995	 1,165

Both	alive	in	2002	 457	(39)	
Wife	alive	in	2002	 376	(32)	
Husband	alive	in	2002	 128	(11)	
Both	dead	in	2002	 204	(18)	

Note:	Percentage	of	sample	is	in	parentheses.
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and 
Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.	

saving and unintended asset growth due 
to unexpectedly high returns. 

Our data also suffer from attrition—
people leaving the sample over time— 
a problem common to all panel data sets. 
In the AHEAD, attrition is largely due to 
death: Reported deaths are confirmed us-
ing the National Death Index. However, 
in some cases, interviewers are unable to 
track down sample members as they move 
from house to house, and some individu-
als refuse to give follow-up interviews. If 
the people who are difficult to contact 
differ systematically from those we are 
able to keep track of, “nondeath” attrition 
could distort the composition of our sam-
ple. If, for example, it is more difficult to 
track down poor individuals, poor house-
holds will be dropped from the sample at 
greater rates than the rich ones. 

Two additional problems arise from the fact that 
assets are a household-level rather than an individual-
level variable. First, some of the households in our 
sample consist of two unmarried individuals. Because 
it is not clear how these respondents might answer the 
asset questions, we drop these households. Second, 
many sample members get married or divorced over 
the sample period. Therefore, changes in wealth over 
time reflect not only savings decisions (the object of 
interest in this study), but also household formation 
decisions. To counter this problem, we drop individu-
als who get married or divorced during the sample 
period. To sum up, we keep only those households 
that were either married or single living alone in wave 
one and that changed household structure only because 
of death.4

Table 1 presents some descriptive statistics of our 
sample and reports average asset holdings by wave. 
(Assets are measured in 1998 dollars and do not in-
clude the value of any estates.) Our analysis begins 
with 3,880 households in 1995, of which 2,312 have 
at least one surviving member in 2002. Housing is  
the largest component of our households’ portfolios, 
but liquid assets (such as bonds) and stocks are also 
important. 

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the demographic tran-
sitions in our sample by showing how household com-
position changes between 1995 and 2002. Table 2 
shows that of the 501 single men alive in 1995, 62 
percent (309) had died by 2002. Of the single women, 
48 percent were dead in 2002. Table 3 shows that of 
the 1,165 married couples that were alive in 1995, 32 
percent had just the male die, 11 percent had just the 

female die, and 18 percent had both members die dur-
ing the sample period. 

Table 4 shows starting and ending wealth, by 
1995 and 2002 household structure, for people who 
were initially single. The leftmost column in table 4  
shows 1995 and 2002 wealth for men who did not  
die during the sample period. The second column of 
table 4 shows wealth in 1995 and wealth at the time 
of death for men who did die between 1995 and 2002. 
Table 4 displays two measures of wealth at the time 
of death. The first measure (“excluding estates”) is 
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TaBlE �

Singles’ characteristics, by demographic status in 1995 and 2002 

 Single male in 1995 Single female in 1995 All singles in 1995

 Single  Single   
2002 household structure male Dead female Dead Single Dead

1995	assets	 202,035	 219,675	 159,197	 126,454	 165,276	 147,603
Final	assets,	excluding	estates	 226,228	 210,740	 156,258	 107,634	 166,187	 131,026
Final	assets,	including	estates	 226,228	 110,380	 156,258	 98,732	 166,187	 101,374
Death	expenses	 	 5,779	 	 4,590	 	 4,860
Death	insurance	payouts	 	 422	 	 528	 	 504
Life	insurance	payouts	 	 2,857	 	 1,312	 	 1,663
Observations	 192	 309	 1,161	 1,053	 1,353	 1,362

Notes:	Assets	in	the	final	period	refer	to	assets	in	2002	if	the	household	survived	to	2002;	otherwise,	excluding	estate	value	means	excluding	assets	
in	the	final	period	before	death.	Assets	are	in	1998	dollars.	Observations	refer	to	the	number	of	observations	that	made	the	demographic	transition.	
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.	

TaBlE �

Married couples’ characteristics, by demographic status
in 1995 and 2002

 Married in 1995 

  Single Single  
2002 household structure Married male female Dead 

1995	assets	 345,878	 252,879	 220,426	 268,196

Final	assets,	
		excluding	estates	 341,733	 232,266	 194,218	 212,435

Final	assets,	
		including	estates	 341,733	 232,266	 194,218	 224,801

Death	expenses	 	 4,897	 4,403	 8,031

Death	insurance	payouts	 	 369	 359	 731

Life	insurance	payouts	 	 2,773	 5,418	 2,999

Observations	 457	 128	 376	 204	

Notes:	Assets	in	the	final	period	refer	to	assets	in	2002	if	the	household	survived		
to	2002;	otherwise,	excluding	estate	value	means	excluding	assets	in	the	final		
period	before	death.	Assets	are	in	1998	dollars.	Observations	refer	to	the	number		
of	observations	that	made	the	demographic	transition.	
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and Health Dynamics  
of the Oldest Old.	

the wealth reported for the last year the person is alive. 
The second measure (“including estates”) replaces, 
when possible, the previous measure of wealth with the 
value of the estate reported by the person’s survivors. 
The third and fourth columns show the corresponding 
statistics for single women. Both sets of columns in-
dicate that assets decline much more quickly for the 
deceased than for the survivors. Table 5 shows the 
same data for households that initially consisted of 
married couples. Table 5 also suggests that death is 
associated with a faster rate of asset decline.

Empirical methodology

In considering how assets behave immediately 
before death, it is useful to work with the asset accu-
mulation equation:

1) A(it + 1) = (1 + r) A(it) + y(it)   
 – m(it) – e(it) – c(it),

where A(it) denotes assets of individual  
i at time t, r denotes the interest rate, y(it) 
denotes income (from social security, 
pensions, and so on), m(it) denotes medi-
cal expenses, e(it) denotes end-of-life ex-
penses (burial fees, less insurance pay-
outs), and c(it) denotes consumption. In 
short, assets can fall at the end of life be-
cause consumption rises, medical expen-
ditures rise, income falls, or end-of-life 
expenses are high.5 

While we have good measures of 
A(it), r, y(it), m(it), and e(it), we do not 
have a good measure of consumption, 
c(it). The consumption measures con-
tained in the AHEAD are very poor, and 
moreover, it is always difficult to measure 

the service flow from housing and durables. Fortu-
nately, we can use equation 1 to infer consumption:

2) c(it) = [(1 + r) A(it) – A(it + 1)] + y(it)  
 – m(it) – e(it).

Appendix B contains a detailed description of 
our consumption inference procedure. In interpreting 
this measure of consumption, it is important to note 
that we do not measure some key variables, such as 
inter vivos (nonbequest) transfers between parents 
and children. The measure of consumption given by 
equation 2 should thus be interpreted as the sum of 
consumption and any expenditure not assigned to 
medical or end-of-life expenses. 
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In practice, all of the variables in equations 1 and 
2 are measured with error. Therefore, even if the asset 
accumulation equation holds, its measured counterpart 
will not. As a matter of notation, we will use an aster-
isk to denote measured values, so A(it)* is the mea-
sured value of the asset level A(it). 

Our goal is to identify how assets and expendi-
tures change immediately before death. The principal 
econometric problem we face in making this compar-
ison is that people who die earlier might differ system-
atically from people who die later along a large number 
of (nondeath) dimensions. For example, poor people 
tend to die at younger ages than rich people (Shorrocks, 
1975; and Attanasio and Emmerson, 2003). This 
means that people who have died in our sample might 
have lower assets than people who lived, not because 
they have run down their wealth in their final years of 
life, but simply because they were poorer all along.6

To deal with this problem while keeping our 
methodology simple and intuitive, we use a two-step 
approach. In step one, we collect the people in the 
AHEAD who die either between 1995 and 1998 or 
between 1998 and 2000. We then estimate fixed ef-
fects regressions on this group, using the methodolo-
gy explained next.

In step two, we construct an artificial sample of 
people who have similar characteristics to those in 
step one described previously, but did not die be-
tween 1995 and 2000. For every household that did 
die during the sample period, and thus belongs in the 
sample described in step one, we find a household in 
the AHEAD that has the same age, the same 1995 
composition (that is, for every single female who 
died, we find a single female who did not die), and  
a similar 1995 asset level. Next, we pretend that each 
of these matched survivors “died” at the same date as 
their counterparts who actually did not survive. If an 
individual in step one dies in 1998, we assign the com-
parison individual who did not die a fictitious time of 
death in 1998. We then repeat the fixed effects regres-
sions described next with the sample of comparison 
individuals. 

We then compare the various profiles of the peo-
ple in these two groups by plotting the average fixed 
effect of each group and using the estimated coeffi-
cients from the fixed effects regressions. Since the 
households in the comparison group (who did not die) 
had the same age, sex, and 1995 wealth level as the 
household heads who did die, and since they faced 
the same aggregate environment, the wealth trajecto-
ries of the two groups arguably should differ only  
because of the event of death.

Our fixed effects regressions are computed as 
follows. Consider, for example, the regression for the 
assets of a single-person household:  

3) A(it)* =  f(i) + a0 × 1{died between time t – 1 
   and t} + a1 × 1{died between time t 
  and t + 1} + e(it),

where f(i) is a constant that varies across households 
but not across time and a0 and a1 are the parameters 
we wish to estimate. The 1{.} function is the 0–1 in-
dicator function that returns 1 when the argument is 
true, so that 1{died between time t – 1 and t} equals  
1 if the individual died between time t – 1 and t, and 
equals 0 otherwise. (Since everybody in these exer-
cises has a real or fictitious death, the omitted catego-
ry is whether the individual dies between time t + 1 
and time t + 2.) Thus, if the individual dies between 
1998 and 2000, 

4) 1{died between time t – 1 and t} = 1 in 2000  
 and  0 in all other periods, and  
 1{died between time t and t + 1} = 1 in 1998  
 and 0 in all other periods.

Because the fixed effect f(i) varies by household, 
it will capture systematic differences between people 
who die earlier and people who die later; put differ-
ently, the terms a0 and a1 capture the way in which 
dying causes assets to differ from their household-
level average. The fixed effect term f(i) is thus poten-
tially correlated with the death indicators, although, 
by assumption, e(it) is not. 

Even though assets are measured with error—
equation 3 uses A(it)* rather than A(it)—as long as 
the measurement error has a zero mean, and is uncor-
related with the fixed effects and the death indicators, 
the coefficients a0 and a1 will consistently estimate the 
way in which assets change immediately before death.

Asset rundown right before death: How 
important is it and why does it happen?

In this section, we document asset rundown right 
before death. We also document some of the possible 
reasons for this, such as high medical and death 
expenses.

Figure 1 presents average assets for our two 
groups of people. The first group consists of single 
people who died either between the 1995 and 1998 
waves or between the 1998 and 2000 waves. (We 
consider only single-person households in order to 
simplify the interpretation of our results.) For the 
members of this group, we plot the average estate  
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FiguRE 1

Assets, those who die vs.
those who do not

Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	
the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.

1998	dollars

time	before	death

FiguRE �

Annual medical costs, those who die vs.
those who do not

Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	
the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.
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For this group, assets decline from $121,000 at time 
T – 2 to $118,000 at time T. 

The end-of-life wealth declines shown in figure 1 
are much larger than those reported in Hurd and 
Smith (2001), who use 1993 AHEAD asset data and 
1995 estate data for those who die between 1993 and 
1995. Hurd and Smith find that assets only decline from 
$82,000 to $81,600. We find similar declines when com-
paring 1993 asset data with 1995 estates. As we noted 
previously, however, the 1993 asset measures are like-
ly understated. This means that the asset declines be-
tween 1993 and 1995 are likely understated as well.  

There are several reasons why assets might de-
cline in the period preceding death. Perhaps the most 
obvious explanation is that medical expenses are high 
right before death. Figure 2 shows medical expenses 
before death for the same two groups of people, calcu-
lated with the same methodology used for assets. The 
vertical axis shows total out-of-pocket medical expen-
ditures—the sum of insurance premiums and payments 
for drugs, doctor visits, and hospital and nursing home 
stays that were not covered by insurance. Figure 2 
shows that for those who die, medical expenses rise 
rapidly before death. At time T – 2, medical expenses 
are $2,800 per year; at time T – 1, they rise to $3,300; 
and at time T (that is, the year before death), they are 
$7,400. The difference in medical costs between time 
T – 2 and time T – 1 is not statistically significant, but 

and average assets one and two waves before they 
die. We derive these averages from the regression de-
scribed previously, which contains a person-specific 
fixed effect and indicators for periods before death. We 
construct average assets, using the regression estimates 
and the average fixed effect for that group. On the 
vertical axis are asset levels. On the horizontal axis 
are waves before death, so that T is the time of death, 
T – 1 is one wave before the time of death, and T – 2 
is two waves before death. Recall that waves in the 
AHEAD data are two or three years apart. Thus, the 
time difference between T – 1 and T can be anywhere 
from zero to three years, and the time difference be-
tween T – 2 and T can be anywhere from two to five 
years. The second group consists of comparable sin-
gle people who did not die during the sample period.

Figure 1 shows that average assets of the soon-to-
be deceased are $126,000 two periods before death, 
$86,000 one period before death, and $59,000 at the 
time of death. Thus, in the few years before death, 
average assets decline over 50 percent, and in the pe-
riod just prior to death, they decline about 30 percent. 
These declines are statistically significant, with t-sta-
tistics of 2.3 for the difference in wealth between time 
T – 2 and time T – 1 and 3.8 for the difference in wealth 
between time T – 2 and T. In contrast, individuals in 
the comparison group, who are similar in age, sex, 
and 1995 wealth, show relatively small asset declines. 
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FiguRE 3

Annual household income, those who die vs.
those who do not

Note:	Data	for	time	T	are	not	yet	available.
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	
the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.	
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the difference between time T – 2 and time T is highly 
significant, with a t-statistic of 5.9. For the comparison 
group (with the same 1995 age, sex, and asset level), 
medical expenses remain roughly constant, and aver-
age $1,900 per year at time T – 2, $500 at time T – 1, 
and $1,000 at time T. The end-of-life increase in medi-
cal expenses shown in figure 2 is slightly higher than 
that found by Hoover et al. (2004), who estimate medi-
cal expenditure in the year before death using the Medi-
care Current Beneficiary Survey. 

Note that in addition to affecting wealth directly, 
medical expenses can also affect wealth indirectly over 
the entire life cycle if people save to pay for future 
medical expenses. This preemptive effect might be es-
pecially important if people save to insure themselves 
against catastrophic medical expenses, as suggested 
by Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1994), Palumbo 
(1999), and De Nardi, French, and Jones (2006).  

Figure 3 shows income, both for those who die 
and those who do not. Although we do not have good 
income data for time T, we do have good data for the 
two preceding waves (T – 1 and T – 2). Figure 3 
shows that income for those who die and for those 
who do not is similar across both of these waves. Re-
ported income falls modestly from about $11,500 to 
around $10,800 between time T – 2 and time T – 1 for 
those who do not die, and it remains roughly constant 
at approximately $10,900 for those who do die. 

There are also several expenses associated with 
death, such as burial expenses. Average burial expenses 
for our sample are about $4,900. Part of these expenses 
are covered by “death insurance,” small insurance 
policies designed to pay for burial expenses. These 
death insurance payments average a mere $500. 

The measure of estates used in our analysis does 
not include the value of life insurance payments. The 
asset trajectories shown in figure 1 thus understate the 
estate actually received by the household’s heirs. As 
it turns out, however, life insurance payouts are small, 
with an average value of $2,700. 

Our findings suggest that much of the rundown 
in assets just before death can be attributed to medical 
costs and other end-of-life expenses. To give a sense 
of magnitude, recall that figure 1 shows that assets 
decline by $27,000 in the period just before death, and 
$67,000 in the two periods preceding death. Figure 2 
shows that relative to the comparison group, the an-
nual medical expenses of people who die are about 
$6,000 higher in the last year of life (our estimated 
gap between T – 1 and T) and about $3,000 higher in 
the preceding two years (our estimated gap between  
T – 2 and T – 1). If death expenses (net of burial in-
surance) are about $4,000, it is then the case that 

about 37 percent (10/27) of the asset decline in the 
last year of life and 24 percent (16/67) of the total 
end-of-life asset rundown are due to these expenses. 

Understanding the rise in medical costs 
before death

Perhaps the most striking result we have shown 
is the sharp rise in medical expenses immediately 
preceding death. Although virtually all elderly indi-
viduals are covered by Medicare, there are gaping 
holes in Medicare coverage. Until the start of 2006, 
Medicare did not pay for prescription drugs. Medicare 
enrollees pay a 20 percent co-pay for doctor visits. 
Perhaps most importantly, Medicare puts caps on the 
number of hospital and nursing home nights that it 
covers per year. Medicare covers 100 percent of nurs-
ing home costs for only 20 days per year and only 
pays part of the cost of the next 80 days. Therefore, 
an individual who is in a nursing home for 365 days 
in a year will have to pay the full cost of the nursing 
home for 265 days out of the year, unless he or she 
has long-term care insurance or is financially desti-
tute and eligible for Medicaid. French and Kamboj 
(2002) and French and Jones (2004) provide addi-
tional details about the medical expense data.  

Figure 4 shows some of the subcomponents of 
health-related expenses, as well as the time spent  
using various health care services. In this figure, we 
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FiguRE �

Annual health-related expenses and usage, those who die

Notes:	Out-of-pocket	expenses	include	those	for	doctor	visits	and	nights	spent	in	a	hospital	and	nursing	home.		
For	panels	D,	E,	and	F,	data	for	time	T	are	not	yet	available.
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from	the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.
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FiguRE �

Annual consumption, those who die vs.
those who do not

Note:	Data	for	time	T	are	not	yet	available.
Source:	Authors’	calculations	based	on	data	from		
the	Asset and Health Dynamics of the Oldest Old.
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divided the medical expenses into prescription drug 
costs, insurance premiums, and other out-of-pocket 
expenses, such as co-pays and deductibles for doctor 
visits and hospital and nursing home stays. Figure 4, 
panel A shows average out-of-pocket expenses for doc-
tor visits and hospital and nursing home stays, which 
rise from $1,600 at time T – 2 to $1,700 at time T – 1 
and $6,000 at time T. Figure 4, panel B shows drug 
expenses, which also rise before death, although not 
nearly as much as out-of-pocket expenses. Drug costs 
rise from about $500 at time T – 2 to $700 at time  
T – 1 and $800 at time T. Figure 4, panel C shows 
premiums for private health insurance (for example, 
“Medigap” coverage) and long-term care insurance, 
along with co-pays for Medicare part B insurance.  
Insurance premiums are approximately $700 at time 
T – 2 and $600 at time T – 1 and then fall to around 
$500 at time T. In short, the main expenditure change 
immediately before death is a sharp rise in out-of-
pocket expenses associated with doctor visits and 
hospital and nursing home stays.

Further, figure 4 shows the rise in doctor visits, 
as well as nights spent in a hospital and in a nursing 
home. Unfortunately, we have not yet coded these 
variables at time T. However, panels D, E, and F of 
figure 4 show that all these utilization measures rise 
as individuals near death.

Figure 5 shows consumption before death, as well 
as consumption by those who do not die. As described 
in the empirical methodology section (and in appendix 
B), we infer consumption by using the asset accumu-
lation equation. In order to infer consumption at a point 
in time, we need assets at two time periods. There-
fore, because we only have assets over three periods, 
we can only infer consumption for two points in time. 
Figure 5 shows that consumption of those who die is 
much larger than for those who do not. Consumption 
rises from $25,000 at time T – 2 to $33,000 at time  
T – 1. For those who do not die, consumption rises 
from $13,000 to $15,000. 

There are several potential explanations for the 
high level of inferred consumption right before death. 
a) Individuals foresee the time of their death and 

run down their assets to enjoy higher consump-
tion before death.

b) There is imprecise measurement. For example, 
there are many health-related expenditures (for 
instance, easy lifts that carry people up stairs) 
that are not included in our measure of medical 
expenditures.

c) There are large inter vivos transfers right before 
death. For example, Kopczuk (2005) compares 

individuals who die after short illnesses against 
those who die after lengthy illnesses. He finds 
that for those who die after lengthy illnesses, 
there are sizable declines in estates and sizable 
increases in gift giving immediately preceding 
their deaths. As we noted in our discussion of 
equation 2, these transfers would be included in 
our measure of consumption.

Conclusion

A key implication of the basic life-cycle model  
is that assets are run down as individuals near death. 
Using data from the Asset and Health Dynamics of 
the Oldest Old, we present new evidence on asset 
rundown immediately before death. 

We find that the assets of people who die decline 
much more quickly than those of people who survive. 
In single-person households, average wealth declines 
by 30 percent in the (roughly) one year preceding 
death and by 50 percent in the (roughly) three years 
preceding death. In contrast, the assets of comparable 
survivors are essentially flat over the same period.

We also find that death is often preceded by a 
costly illness. Out-of-pocket medical expenditures re-
lated to increased drug costs, doctor visits, and hospital 
and nursing home stays go up by about 200 percent in 
the few years before death. The increase in medical 
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spending before death, combined with burial expenses, 
can explain about 24 percent of the decline in assets 
of the soon-to-be deceased, and about 37 percent of 
the decline in assets in the last year of life. Our results 

NOTES
1See table 11 of Wolff (2004). Estimates are based on the 2001 
Survey of Consumer Finances published by the Employee Benefit 
Research Institute.

2Recent surveys include Browning and Crossley (2001) and Carroll 
(2001). Altig et al. (2001) provide a good example of how the life-
cycle model can be used for policy experiments.

3For example, in a recent survey of millionaires by the Northern 
Trust Corporation (2006), “nine out of ten … households are con-
cerned that spiraling health care costs might affect their ability to 
enjoy retirement.”

4Of 6,047 households in the AHEAD, we drop 362 households be-
cause of these criteria. We also drop 718 households whose heads 
were not retired, so our measure of income is clearer. We also drop 
560 households who left the sample for reasons other than death. 
This leaves us with 4,407 households. As noted previously, we also 
drop wave-one data, as they are suspect. Because 527 households 
have all members die by 1995, we are left with 3,880 households 
alive in 1995 for the main analysis. 

5We ignore taxes and assume that they are fairly minor.  This is not 
too unreasonable, given that social security benefits are untaxed (so 
long as total income is below a certain threshold).

6A similar econometric problem is that in a cross-sectional or short 
panel data set, we observe individuals who were born at different 
times: Older people were born in earlier years than younger people. 
Households from older cohorts have, on average, lower real life-
time earnings than households from younger cohorts. Thus, we 
would expect the asset levels of households in older cohorts to be 
lower than those of younger cohorts in any given year. Therefore, 
comparing older households with younger households leads the 
econometrician to overstate assets when young and to understate 
assets when old when looking at a particular year. In other words, 
this will potentially lead one to infer that individuals run down 
their assets near the end of their lives when this is not actually the 
case. See Shorrocks (1975).

APPENDIX A: THE ESTATE DATA

We use estate data from 1998 and 2000 in the analysis. 
In 1995 and 1998, respondents (usually spouses or chil-
dren of the deceased) were asked: “Altogether, what was 
the value of (his/her) total estate?” It is not totally clear 
whether respondents included the value of the house. 
However, in 2000, about half of respondents were asked 
the same question, and then in a later question were asked 
whether their previous answer had included the house. 
Most (but not all) responded that they were including 
the house. The remaining respondents in the year 2000 
interview were asked: “Excluding (his/her) home and 
any life insurance, altogether, what was the value of (his/
her) estate?” We make no attempt to add in the value of 
the house in the estate. Thus, we may be overstating as-
set declines at the time of death. We also assume that the 
value of the estate is net of all expenses related to death 
(the death expenses themselves are net of death insurance), 
but does not include life insurance.

For married couples, Hurd and Smith (2001) show 
that if one member of a couple dies, individuals are most 
likely interpreting “estate” to mean net of housing. To ad-
dress this issue, we use reported assets when one member 
of a couple dies, as the surviving spouse usually gives 

both asset and estate information. We assume that when 
one member of a couple dies, no money goes to children 
or other individuals.

A second important issue is nonresponse. This is a 
particularly important issue for estates. About 55 percent 
of all estate values are actual reports. The other 45 per-
cent are imputations made by the AHEAD. Many of the 
imputations use “unfolding brackets,” where the respon-
dents (usually children or spouses of the deceased) state 
that the estate of the deceased was worth more than some 
amount and less than another (for example, between 
$100,000 and $500,000). However, many of the estates 
are merely calculated using a hot-deck procedure that 
uses very little information. Thus, estates are likely mea-
sured with considerable error. Moreover, the 2002 data do 
not include any imputations at all and are thus excluded 
from the main analysis.

A third issue is that it is not clear whether the report-
ed estate values are net of any estate taxes. 

A final issue is that for some variables, such as death 
expenses, many people do not report a value. We set these 
values to zero, and thus, we likely understate death ex-
penses of these households. 

thus suggest that end-of-life expenditures, medical 
and otherwise, provide an important reason for elder-
ly households to retain their assets into very old age.
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APPENDIX B: CONSUMPTION INFERENCE

As mentioned in the main text, although the AHEAD’s 
measure of consumption is poor, we can use equation 2 
in the text to estimate consumption. Consider an individ-
ual who died between survey years t – 1 and t. For this 
individual, anywhere from zero to three years may have 
elapsed between the survey interview at time t – 1 and 
the time of death. For the purpose of this exercise, we 
assume that exactly one year passes between survey year 
t – 1 and the time of death, which allows us to use equa-
tion 2 exactly as it is formulated in the main text.

Imputing the consumption that occurred between 
one period and two periods prior to death is a bit trickier. 
Anywhere between two years and three years may have 

elapsed between these two survey waves. In this in-
stance, we assume that exactly three years pass between 
interviews. This introduces compounded returns into our 
equation, yielding:

Cit − = − + + − − − −
+ + + +

3
3

2

3 1 3 3

1 1 1

y it r A it A it m it

r r

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
.

Death expenses and insurance payouts are omitted, 
as the person has not yet died.
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Introduction and summary

There are two competing views of self-employment 
that appear to be at odds with one another. On the one 
hand, entrepreneurs are credited with stimulating job 
growth and encouraging innovation. President George 
W. Bush clearly expressed this sentiment in a recent 
speech in which he stated that cutting taxes is impor-
tant because “70 percent of the new jobs in America 
are created by small businesses.”1 Policies that encour-
age the creation of small businesses are based upon 
just such a perspective. 

A somewhat contrarian viewpoint argues that al-
though the ranks of the self-employed may include fu-
ture successful entrepreneurs, the majority of workers 
choose self-employment because of limited opportuni-
ties in the wage sector.2 Put another way, workers are 
pushed into self-employment as a stopgap measure, 
rather than being drawn to self-employment because of 
the opportunities self-employment itself creates. Wage 
sector prospects for these workers may be limited ei-
ther because they do not have the necessary skills to be 
successful in the wage sector or because of weak labor 
demand, such as that experienced during a recession. If 
workers select self-employment as a second-best alter-
native to wage sector work, then an economy that is 
growing should actually feature reductions in self-em-
ployment. In this case, well-intentioned policies aimed 
at buttressing self-employment may be misguided. Rather 
than encouraging workers to start small businesses, 
policymakers may prefer to support investment in hu-
man capital or subsidize job search in the wage sector.

Being able to distinguish those who are entrepre-
neurs from those who are discouraged wage workers 
would be useful in understanding the role each plays in 
economic growth. Certainly, identifying entrepreneurs 
earlier would be useful for channeling resources. In a 
recent study, Davis et al. (2006) calculate that in 2000, 
about 74 percent of businesses had no employees,  

apparently being operated entirely by the business own-
er. These nonemployer businesses are quite small, ac-
counting for about 4 percent of aggregate U.S. business 
revenue. Yet small nonemployer firms do sometimes 
grow into employers. Davis et al. (2006) find that 
about 16 percent of young employers came from the 
nonemployer ranks. 

However, distinguishing one from the other is 
not an easy task. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
collects data in its monthly household survey on “class 
of worker.” The survey asks employed respondents, 
“Last month, were you employed by government, by 
a private company, a nonprofit organization, or were 
you self-employed?” In 2005, approximately 6.8 per-
cent of all nonagricultural workers aged 16 and older 
were self-employed.3 

Although self-employment appears to represent  
a relatively small share of total employment, the inci-
dence of self-employment is relatively high. In fact, 
almost 27 percent of all younger males aged 21 or old-
er experience at least some period of self-employment. 
Furthermore, of those young men who do experience 
self-employment, approximately 26 percent of their 
time is spent in self-employment.4 These numbers sug-
gest that self-employment is a fluid state with a great 
deal of turnover within the ranks of the self-employed. 

Many models of self-employment and entrepre-
neurship focus on the decision to become self-em-
ployed. Some of these emphasize the importance of 
liquidity constraints in starting a business. Evans and 
Jovanovic (1989), Holtz-Eakin, Joulfaian, and Rosen 
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(1994), and, more recently, Cagetti and De Nardi (2003) 
are among these.5 In Rissman (2003), on the other hand, 
I modeled the decision to become self-employed as 
an alternative to unemployment and analyzed the cy-
clical implications of the model. Aaronson, Rissman, 
and Sullivan (2004) provide some evidence from the 
Current Population Survey (CPS) about the cyclicali-
ty of self-employment. Other researchers have exam-
ined the intergenerational linkages in self-employment 
and its role in intergenerational mobility. Dunn and 
Holtz-Eakin (2000) find that children of self-employed 
parents are more likely to be self-employed themselves. 
Hipple (2004) and Fairlie (2005a) provide an interesting 
overview of self-employment. Hipple (2004) focuses on 
characteristics of the self-employed. Fairlie (2005a) 
surveys the work of other researchers who have used the 
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) 
to analyze questions related to self-employment.  

Although we are far from a complete understand-
ing of the decision to enter self-employment, there is 
even less of a body of research on exits from self-em-
ployment. The purpose of this article is to examine 
the determinants of turnover in self-employment, with 
particular emphasis on the role economic activity plays. 
It is hoped that a fuller understanding of which fac-
tors influence the duration of self-employment spells 
may help identify relevant models. In the first section, 
I introduce the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Na-
tional Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 data set that 
I use to examine self-employment and provide some 
summary statistics. In the next section, I examine ex-
its from self-employment with a particular emphasis 
on the role of aggregate and local economic conditions. 

I find that durations of self-employment tend to 
be short, with many first spells of self-employment 
terminating within a year. But the longer a worker has 
been self-employed, the less likely he is to leave self-
employment. Spell duration does not seem to be in-
fluenced by educational levels and, after controlling 
for aggregate and local labor market conditions, does 
not seem to be influenced by race (white and non-
white), marital status, or region. Aggregate and local 
labor market conditions play an important role in de-
termining the duration of self-employment spells. A 
growing economy appears to encourage people who 
are self-employed to exit self-employment, suggest-
ing that small business owners take the opportunities 
provided by growth to enter the wage sector.

Self-employment and its duration in the  
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979

Ideally, one would want to continuously observe 
a large number of people over an extended period and 

to know their entire employment histories, including 
information about self-employment experiences. One 
would want detailed information about their businesses 
while self-employed, including such things as corpo-
rate structure, capitalization, industry, number of em-
ployees, time spent working, and profitability. This is 
in addition to other individual characteristics such as   
wealth, income, consumption, family background, 
age, race, geographical region, education, marital sta-
tus, sex, health, and prior work history. Unfortunate-
ly, the ideal data set does not yet exist.6 

Although the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics col-
lects detailed information about a large number of in-
dividuals through its Current Population Survey, the 
survey has a severe limitation for studying the problem 
at hand: The CPS is a short panel. Data on individuals 
are collected for four consecutive months, followed by 
a hiatus of eight months, and then followed again for 
four consecutive months. Accordingly, only short spells 
of self-employment are observed directly. This data set 
is, thus, not particularly well-suited for studying the 
determinants of self-employment duration and its dy-
namics. A longer panel is better suited for this purpose.

The National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 
follows a group of individuals over time, first survey-
ing them in 1979. Annual interviews were conducted 
through 1994, after which the survey was conducted 
biannually. The most recent data contained in the anal-
ysis presented here are for 2002. There were 12,686 
original participants, ranging in age at the time of the 
initial survey from 14 to 22. In 2002, these same indi-
viduals ranged in age from 37 to 45, enabling us to 
follow them for an important formative part of their 
working lives. Males accounted for 6,486 of the initial 
respondents. The empirical work presented here focus-
es exclusively on males aged 21 and older. The self-
employment decisions of males are less complicated 
than those of females, who during their younger years 
must also make childbearing decisions that may com-
plicate their employment choices. The reason for focus-
ing on those aged 21 and older is to reduce the effects 
of school attendance on the employment decision.7

At the time of each interview, respondents were 
asked a number of questions about their current em-
ployment or most recent job. Class of worker data in-
dicate whether a worker 1) works for a private company 
or individual for wages, salary, or commission; 2) is a 
government employee; 3) is self-employed in his own 
business, professional practice, or farm; or 4) is work-
ing without pay in a family business or farm. Similar 
to the CPS, respondents are also asked whether their 
business is incorporated or unincorporated.8 For the 
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Status at             
time t–1

TaBlE 1

Transitions between wage work and self-employment, 
males aged 21 and older, 1979–2002

TaBlE 2

Incidence of wage work and self-employment, males aged 21 and older, 1979–2002

 Overall Between Within
 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Percent

Wage work 60,695 92.53 6,034 99.47 92.82
Self-employment 4,903 7.47 1,572 25.91 25.87

Total 65,598 100.00 7,606 125.38 78.98

Notes: The sample consists of 6,175 individuals, with 6,034 ever having wage work and 1,572 ever being self-employed. Numbers in the 
columns marked “between” and “within” need not total 100 percent, since some people experience both labor market outcomes over the  
time they are observed.
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979.

  Status at time t
 Wage work Self-employment Total

Wage work 52,138 1,832 53,970
  Percent 96.61 3.39 100.00

Self-employment 1,506 2,686 4,192
  Percent 35.93 64.07 100.00

Total 53,644 4,518 58,162
  Percent 92.23 7.77 100.00

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey  
of Youth 1979.

1994 survey, class of worker data are not comparable 
to earlier years.9 

Self-employment is transitory
Transitions from self-employment to wage work 

are quite common. Table 1 shows transition rates be-
tween self-employment and wage work for consecu-
tive observations from 1979 to 2002.10 These transition 
rates are reported for males aged 21 and older. Over 
the sample period, once a person is employed in the 
wage sector, on average, he tends to stay in the wage 
sector. Only 3.4 percent of males move from wage 
work to self-employment from one observation to the 
next. Self-employment, however, is a far more tran-
sient state, with 35.9 percent of self-employed males 
moving from self-employment to wage work from 
one reporting period to the next.11

Self-employment is common
Table 2 illustrates how widespread self-employ-

ment is. The columns headed “overall” give the inci-
dence of self-employment in terms of people-years. 
These are annual observations on an individual. Self-
employment occurred in about 7.5 percent of the  

observations on men.12 The “between” 
calculations repeat the analysis, but this 
time in terms of individuals rather than 
people-years. The incidence of self-em-
ployment is more pervasive than the sim-
ple percentage would lead us to believe. 
In fact, over a quarter of all men in the 
sample who ever worked in the wage  
sector (25.9 percent) also experienced 
self-employment at some point during 
their observed young work lives.13 Finally, 
the last column gives the fraction of time 
a person has the specified employment 
status, conditional on ever having that 
status. Given that a male is ever self-em-
ployed, he spends about 26 percent of his 

time self-employed.14 

Self-employment increases with age  
for young males

The incidence of self-employment has risen over 
time within the NLSY79.15 Figure 1, panel A shows 
the percentage of workers aged 21 years and older at 
the interview date who are self-employed. For young 
males in the NLSY79, the fraction of the self-employed 
increased steadily until 1992, cresting temporarily at 
9.6 percent before increasing to 10.9 percent in 2002.16

It is misleading to think that self-employment has 
become more prevalent over time. In fact, this upward 
trend reflects the maturing of the sample population. 
In 1979, only 1,079 of those males interviewed were 
over the age of 20. Of these young men, only 520 
were working, and only 3.5 percent of these were en-
gaged in self-employment. Ten years later, 5,196 of 
those sampled were aged 21 and older, and 4,719 were 
working, of whom 7.6 percent were self-employed.17

Figure 1, panel B examines this age effect in more 
detail. This panel shows the percentage of workers 
self-employed by age. Young workers just starting 
out are, on average, less likely to be self-employed. 
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FiguRE 1

Incidence of self-employment, males aged 21 and older

Note: In panel A, the data point for 1994 is missing because of noncompara-
bility with earlier years.
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal 
Survey of Youth 1979.
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B. Percentage of workers self-employed, by age
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The percentage self-employed by age rises steadily, 
reaching between 9 percent and 10 percent of work-
ers by the time they are 30 years old. The incidence 
of self-employment remains fairly stable after this, 
with some volatility due to the dwindling number of 
older people in the survey: Those who are the oldest 
in the sample in 2002 were the first to enter the labor 
force in 1979. 

Other factors in addition to age influence the de-
cision to enter self-employment and the duration of 
self-employment once entered. Some simple statistics 
on a variety of factors shown in table 3 help clarify 

which features may be important to con-
sider. The sample focuses on males aged 
21 and older and is divided into two 
groups—those who are never self-em-
ployed (4,494) and those who experience 
at least one spell of self-employment 
(1,572). I used standard t-tests to test the 
equality of the statistic between the two 
groups. The self-employed were slightly 
more likely to be white (68.7 percent  
versus 63.4 percent), more likely to have 
been married (79.0 percent versus 75.9 
percent), and are about half a year older, 
on average, than those who are never 
self-employed. They are also more likely 
to have lived at some point in an urban 
area and have higher average wages and 
salaries. The self-employed also tend to 
have higher percentile scores on the 
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude  
Battery (ASVAB) exam.18 Despite their 
having slightly lower average local un-
employment rates, they have at times 
tended to live in high unemployment  
rate areas, experiencing fewer weeks of 
unemployment, on average, than those 
who have never been self-employed.  
In addition, the self-employed are more 
likely than those who have never been 
self-employed to claim that their health 
has prevented them from working. 

Self-employment duration 
The evidence presented in the previ-

ous section suggests that many workers 
explore self-employment for a relatively 
short period, but most of these workers 
eventually return to wage work. Closer 
examination of self-employment duration 
may help illuminate what factors are im-
portant in explaining the longevity and 
entrepreneurial nature of self-employment. 

In earlier work (Rissman, 2003), I 
explicitly modeled the decision to enter self-employ-
ment when wage work and unemployment are alterna-
tives to self-employment. In this model, people 
self-select into self-employment because of limited 
wage sector opportunities. As unemployment insur-
ance benefits expire, some choose self-employment 
as a way to make ends meet until a better wage sector 
offer is obtained. 

Accordingly, the business cycle affects the wage 
offer distribution and frequency of offers. As the 
economy expands, discouraged wage workers who 
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TaBlE 3

Some characteristics of wage workers and 
the self-employed, males aged 21 and older, 1979–2002

 Never Ever
 self-employed self-employed

 (percent, unless stated otherwise)

Number 4,494 1,572
White*** 63.4 68.7
Foreign born 6.9 7.2
Average local unemployment rate*** 2.93 2.88
Ever high local unemployment rate*** 4.12 4.19
Ever married*** 75.9 79.0
Age (years)*** 27.97 28.53
Ever has more than four years of college 8.8 9.0
Weeks unemployed*** 5.06 4.53
Ever urban** 93.6 95.7
Real wages and salary (dollars)** 13,659 14,998
Ever claimed health prevents working*** 12.3 15.6
Mean ASVAB percentile*** 40.7 42.2

  **Significant at the 5 percent level. 
***Significant at the 2 percent level. 
Notes: ASVAB is the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. Tests of differences  
in the means were conducted. 
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey  
of Youth 1979.

have entered self-employment as a stopgap will re-
turn to the wage sector. This suggests that economic 
conditions at the time of entry into self-employment 
and over the course of self-employment are important 
determinants of self-employment duration. Discour-
aged wage workers are more likely to enter self-em-
ployment during economic downturns and are more 
likely to exit during economic expansions.19

Focusing on the dichotomy between discouraged 
wage workers and entrepreneurs may be misleading. 
Instead, it may be more useful to think about the pool 
of self-employed in terms of their degree of attachment 
to self-employment. Those workers who have greater 
attachment to self-employment are likely to have lon-
ger durations. Those who have less attachment to self-
employment are more likely to enter self-employment 
during economic downturns and to exit self-employ-
ment during economic expansions.

People can be attached to self-employment for a 
number of reasons. One possibility is that self-employ-
ment pays well for the individual. In this case, it would 
take a large wage offer to induce the worker to leave 
self-employment for work in the wage sector. Simi-
larly, the individual may value being his own boss, so 
again a high wage offer is necessary to induce him to 
exit self-employment. Yet another possibility is that 
those who anticipate being self-employed for longer 
periods are more likely to make investments in the 
business. These sunk costs effectively reduce the  

option value of wage work and increase 
the “attachment” of the worker to self-
employment. Whatever the source of the 
attachment, the business cycle will have  
a differential impact on entry to and exit 
from self-employment, depending upon 
the degree of attachment.

Nonparametric analysis of self-
employment duration

For the analysis presented here, the 
focus is on exits from self-employment.  
A person is deemed to be self-employed 
if he responds that he was “self-employed 
in his current or most recent job.” Unfor-
tunately, we cannot be sure that the per-
son is currently self-employed because 
the wording of the question leaves open 
the possibility that the person is no longer 
working. This could happen if, for exam-
ple, the respondent had been self-em-
ployed but either has left the labor force 
or is currently unemployed. 

Changes over time in the response  
to the class of worker question can help 

identify shifts in self-employment status. Typically, 
the data set provides annual observations on the indi-
vidual respondent. Ignore for a moment the complica-
tion that jobs with short tenure may not be observed. 
Tenure in self-employment may be overstated. To see 
this, imagine a person who is currently self-employed. 
There are various potential labor market outcomes 
that can subsequently occur. First, he can remain self-
employed. Second, he can move to a job in the wage 
sector. Third, he can become unemployed. And fourth, 
he can drop out of the labor force altogether. The per-
son who moves to the wage sector from self-employ-
ment will respond to the class of worker question that 
he is employed by a private company, the government, 
or employed without pay.20

Complications arise in interpreting how someone 
who becomes unemployed or drops out of the labor 
force answers the question. If there is no intervening 
job, the worker who exits self-employment to become 
unemployed will likely answer that he was self-em-
ployed in his current or most recent job. Even though 
he exits self-employment, by focusing on changes in 
class of worker, we do not observe the transition. The 
same issue arises for the transition to nonparticipation. 

In the sample of young men aged 21 and older  
in the NLSY79, there were 1,479 who experienced 
self-employment. Of these, 938 had only one spell  
of self-employment and the rest went on to have  
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FiguRE 2

Duration of self-employment spells

Note: Gross domestic product (GDP) growth is measured as real GDP growth less average real GDP growth from 1979 to 2002.
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979.
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multiple spells. Figure 2, panel A shows the number of 
spells by duration. Approximately 1,350 spells lasted 
for only one year and around 300 lasted for only two 
years. The frequency drops off quickly. Figure 2,  
panel B exhibits the same data, but in terms of densi-
ty. A little more than half of all spells terminate after 
one year. Less than 15 percent last for two years, and 
a little more than 10 percent last for three years. 

Theory suggests that those who are less attached 
to self-employment generally have shorter spells of 
self-employment. Figure 2, panel C provides some 
evidence on this point. The spells have been divided 
into two groups: those that started during years when 

real gross domestic product (GDP) growth was below 
average and those that started when real GDP growth 
was above average.21 Spells that started when the 
economy was doing poorly tended to have shorter du-
rations than spells that started when the economy was 
doing well. 

The NLSY79 provides information on the unem-
ployment rate for the labor market of the respondent’s 
current residence at the time of the interview. Because 
of privacy concerns, the public use data files do not 
include the exact local unemployment rate, only a 
range for the individual. For example, if the local  
unemployment rate is between 6.0 percent and  
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BOX 1

Estimated hazard, survivor, and integrated hazard functions 

The panels in figures 2 are somewhat misleading be-
cause they do not distinguish between spells that re-
sult in exits to wage work after x years and those that 
are censored after x years. Censoring occurs when no 
further observations are available for the respondent 
or when observations are missing. For example, all 
workers who are self-employed in 2002 are by defi-
nition censored, since no subsequent observations are 
available. Similarly, workers who drop out of the sam-
ple are said to be censored. The appendix provides 
additional information on censoring.

Figure B1 exhibits the estimated hazard function 
for males at least 21 years of age from the NLSY79. 
Roughly, the hazard is the rate at which spells will be 
completed at duration t, given that they last until t. 
This hazard is calculated as the number of exits from 
self-employment at duration t divided by the number 
“at risk of failure” at duration t. The appendix pro-
vides additional information about the hazard rate. 
About 43 percent of observations last for only one 
year; that is, the respondent identifies himself as self-
employed at the time of one interview and as employed 
in the wage sector in the subsequent interview occur-
ring about a year later. The hazard function exhibits 
negative duration dependence, since the hazard rate 
declines with duration.

The sample survivor function for the data is shown 
in figure B2, and the sample integrated hazard func-
tion is shown in figure B3. Both of these functions 
are described more fully in the appendix. The survivor 
function is the probability that the duration will last 
at least t periods.1 The integrated hazard has no pre-
cise interpretation. It is, however, particularly helpful 

in assessing departures from a constant hazard model. 
If the data exhibited no duration dependence, then the 
integrated hazard would be linear in duration, rising 
by a constant amount with each increase in duration. 
From figure B3, it is apparent that the integrated 
hazard has a more concave shape, increasing by less 
for each unit increase in duration. This suggests that 
negative duration dependence is a fixture of the data 
and should be accounted for in the estimation. 

1The sample survivor function shown in figure B2 is the Kaplan-
Meier estimate. This estimator is obtained by setting the estimated 
conditional probability of completing a spell at duration t equal to 
the observed relative frequency of completion in the data. It ex-
pressly considers censored observations.

FiguRE B1
Estimated hazard function

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National 
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979.
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FiguRE B2 

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National 
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979.
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FiguRE B3

Estimated integrated hazard function

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National 
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979.
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TaBlE 4

Probability of leaving self-employment, logit results

 1 2 3

GDP growth less  4.6675**  — 4.9373**
  mean GDP growth  (2.1347)  (2.1375)

Local   — 0.1076*** 0.1120***
  unemployment rate   (0.0402) (0.0403)

Number of observations 4,804 4,804 4,804

Number of people 1,551 1,551 1,551

  **Significant at the 5 percent level. 
***Significant at the 2 percent level. 
Notes: GDP is gross domestic product. The dependent variable is the hazard of self-
employment. Standard errors are in parentheses. Statistically significant variables 
include the test score dummy (–), age (+) and its square (–), the number of jobs in  
the past calendar year (+), race (+), spell (–), log duration (–) and its square (+), and  
a constant term (–). 
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey  
of Youth 1979.

exhibit only one spell of self-employment, and around 
23 percent have two. Three spells are far less com-
mon, with only about 8 percent of all self-employed 
exhibiting a maximum of three spells. The maximum 
number of spells is five (recorded for seven workers).

Table 4 provides results for logit estimates. The 
dependent variable is the hazard of self-employment, 
taking on the value of 0 while the individual is self-
employed and 1 if the individual exits self-employment. 
Explanatory variables include a dummy variable tak-
ing on the value 1 if the respondent scored above the 
50th percentile on the 1989 equivalent of the Armed 
Forces Qualifications Test, age and its square, a dum-
my variable for race23 (white and nonwhite), a dummy 
variable indicating if the respondent is married, the 
number of jobs the respondent had in the last calen-
dar year, educational attainment variables described 
later, the index of the current spell of self-employ-
ment, and the natural logarithm of the duration of the 
current spell of self-employment and its square.24 In 
addition, I included variables capturing local and ag-
gregate economic conditions. 

I assessed a number of different educational vari-
ables. These included years of education and stratify-
ing the level of education at various cutoffs. Generally, 
after including the other variables listed previously, 
education variables were not significantly different 
from 0 in the estimation results. The results reported 
in table 4 include stratified educational variables.  
Categories include those having a high school degree 
or less, those having some college, those having four 
years of post-high-school education, and those having 
more than four years of post-high-school education. 

Spells are numbered from 1 to 5. A spell can be 
thought of as a continuation of self-employment from 

8.9 percent, the NLSY79 assigns the unemployment 
rate variable a value of 3. Clearly, the range for each 
value of the local unemployment rate is quite large at 
3.0 percent. However, changes do occur from one 
survey year to the next.

Figure 2, panel D shows the density of self-employ-
ment spell duration for those spells initiated in areas 
with a high unemployment rate and a low unemploy-
ment rate. Durations in low unemployment rate areas 
tend to be longer than in high unemployment rate areas 
(see box 1 for a more rigorous analysis of the data).

Logit analysis
It is assumed that a person is either self-employed 

or is not self-employed.22 The probability of an indi-
vidual i exiting self-employment at time t is modeled 
as a function of individual-specific characteristics and 
the amount of time the person has been self-employed. 
Specifically, 
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The dummy variable yit takes on the value 0 if the self-
employed worker remains self-employed and 1 if he 
leaves self-employment at time t to go to the wage 
sector. The probability of exiting self-employment 
depends upon a vector of variables xit. Individual 
characteristics that could potentially be included as 
explanatory variables in this vector are age, human 
capital, marital status, the number of jobs held, and 
race. Recalling the previous discussion, other vari-
ables that reflect the performance of the aggregate 
and local economies may also be included as explan-
atory variables. b is a vector of constant parameters 
to be estimated that measures the effect of the  
independent variables xit on the probabili-
ty of exiting self-employment. 

The data set is constructed as fol-
lows. Only people who are self-employed 
are included in the estimation, and the in-
dividual must have at least one period of 
self-employment. He exits the data set if 
he either transitions to wage work or is 
censored, meaning no current and possi-
bly future observations are available for 
the individual. Many people exhibit mul-
tiple spells of self-employment. In this 
case, the individual enters the data set 
multiple times. The standard error esti-
mates explicitly consider that observa-
tions from the same individual are not 
independent. Roughly 67 percent of all 
individuals who are ever self-employed 
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the time of entry into self-employment to either the 
time of exit or the time of censoring. The reason for 
incorporating such a variable is that it is reasonable to 
assume that those workers who have multiple episodes 
of self-employment are different from those who have 
only one or two spells of self-employment. Those 
who enter multiple times are either very loosely at-
tached to the wage sector or have a greater affinity  
for self-employment. 

Theory suggests that economic conditions play a 
role in both entrance into self-employment and exit 
from self-employment. According to Rissman (2003) 
and Paulson and Townsend (2005), people should en-
ter self-employment when the economy is doing rela-
tively poorly. During contractions, opportunities in 
the wage sector dry up and self-employment becomes 
relatively more attractive. However, these workers 
are less attached to self-employment and are likely to 
be the first to exit self-employment as the economy 
improves. Thus, the likelihood of exiting self-em-
ployment depends upon two factors—the state of the 
economy at the time of entry and how the economy 
changes during the time the worker is self-employed. 

I employ two different ways of assessing the econ-
omy in my analysis. One way is to consider aggregate 
economic conditions over the duration of self-em-
ployment. The other way is to focus on the role of lo-
cal economic conditions and the local unemployment 
rate in particular. Aggregate economic conditions are 
measured as deviations of real annual GDP growth 
from its mean from 1979 to 2002. There is one obser-
vation for each year. If the economy is growing more 
quickly in real terms than average, we are in an ex-
pansion. Contractions are characterized by real GDP 
growth below average. People entering and exiting 
self-employment at the same time face the same ag-
gregate economic conditions.25 

Examination of the local unemployment rate pro-
vides a source of variation across individuals. As not-
ed earlier, this measure of local unemployment rates 
is from the public use data files of the NLSY79 and is 
highly stratified. As a result, changes in local unem-
ployment can occur that are not captured in the data. 
Only changes that result in a change in the stratifica-
tion level are observable.

Column 1 of table 4 shows the logit results for 
regressions that include the explanatory variables dis-
cussed previously and the measure of aggregate eco-
nomic conditions over the spell of self-employment.26 
Positive GDP growth relative to the average signifi-
cantly increases the probability of exit from self-em-
ployment. This effect is significant at the 5 percent 
confidence level. Thus, an expanding economy  

appears to encourage self-employed workers to exit 
self-employment and return to wage work. Why this 
occurs is somewhat ambiguous. It may be that they 
are discouraged wage workers who find more and 
better opportunities in a growing economy. It might 
also be the case that the small businesses they own 
continue on in some fashion, but that their businesses 
are no longer their primary jobs. Or these businesses 
may be merged or acquired by other firms, so that, 
technically, the respondent is no longer self-employed. 

The effect of local economic conditions on exits 
from self-employment is shown in column 2 of table 4. 
As the local unemployment rate rises, exits from self-
employment increase. The reason for this may be that 
conditional on starting a business, a worsening local 
economy has a larger effect on small businesses than 
on larger businesses. Thus, failure rates of small busi-
nesses would be higher during times when the local 
economy is poor, inducing business owners to seek 
work elsewhere. 

Both the measure of aggregate economic activity 
and the local unemployment rate are included in the 
findings in column 3 of table 4. It presents a picture 
similar to the results reported in columns 1 and 2. 
Specifically, real GDP growth relative to the average 
over the period of self-employment tends to encour-
age people to exit self-employment, as does a rising 
local unemployment rate.

To summarize the results of the other variables 
included in the logits, but not reported in table 4, non-
white respondents are more likely than white ones to 
exit self-employment ceteris paribus and those scor-
ing above the 50th percentile on the 1989 equivalent 
of the Armed Forces Qualification Test tend to have 
longer spells of self-employment. The number of 
spells significantly influences the duration of self-em-
ployment, with duration increasing with the number 
of spells for the individual. As the number of jobs in 
the past calendar year rises, the likelihood of exiting 
self-employment rises significantly. The natural loga-
rithm of duration enters with a negative and signifi-
cant coefficient estimate, indicating that as the length 
of time in self-employment rises, the likelihood of 
exiting declines. Exit probabilities rise with age, but 
at a decreasing rate. Marital status does not signifi-
cantly affect the likelihood of exiting 
self-employment.

Heterogeneity
As noted previously, duration dependence is cap-

tured by the natural logarithm of duration and its square. 
The results suggest that people who have longer self-
employment tenure are less likely to leave self-em-
ployment. However, this effect is nonlinear. After about 
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TaBlE 5

Probability of leaving self-employment for single
and multiple job holders, logit results

 Single job  Multiple jobs
 at time of entry at time of entry

GDP growth less  11.2989** 2.2091
  mean GDP growth (5.1145) (2.3061)

Local  0.0759 0.1200***
  unemployment rate (0.0837) (0.0439)

Number of observations 1,163 3,484

Number of people 539 1,183

  **Significant at the 5 percent level. 
***Significant at the 2 percent level. 
Notes: GDP is gross domestic product. The dependent variable is the hazard of self-
employment. Standard errors are in parentheses. For column 1, statistically significant 
variables include the test score dummy (–), race (+), having some college (–), and spell 
(–). For column 2, statistically significant variables include age (+) and its square (–), 
number of jobs in the past calendar year (+), spell (–), log duration (–) and its square 
(+), and a constant term (–). 
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from the National Longitudinal Survey of 
Youth 1979.

seven years, the likelihood of leaving self-employ-
ment starts to rise. The hazard for self-employment is 
said to exhibit negative duration dependence. The prop-
er interpretation of this result hinges upon how well 
the model captures heterogeneity in the sample of 
self-employed.27 

In general, heterogeneity leads to a downward-
biased estimate of duration dependence. The intuition 
is straightforward. Suppose that there are two types 
of self-employed individuals—those that are good at 
self-employment and those that do better in the wage 
sector. Let’s assume that both groups have a constant 
probability of exiting self-employment, regardless of 
the time spent self-employed to date. Furthermore,  
I assume that this constant exit probability is lower 
for those who are good at self-employment than for 
those who are not. If I could identify which people 
belonged to which group, I would estimate the logit 
regressions for each separately and find that duration 
does not significantly influence the likelihood of exit-
ing self-employment. Unfortunately, I am unable to 
distinguish between the two types of individuals, so 
my sample contains both. The combined sample 
looks as if those who have been self-employed longer 
are less likely to exit and, therefore, exhibit negative 
duration dependence, despite there being no duration 
dependence for the individual. This merely reflects 
the fact that the composition shifts, with those who 
have a lower exit probability making up an increasing 
proportion of the self-employed over time.

To examine this issue of worker heterogeneity a 
little more carefully, I consider how mul-
tiple job holders may differ from those 
who have had only a single job in the past 
calendar year. Those who have had only 
one job are likely to be different from 
those who have had many. Those with 
many jobs may be using self-employment 
to moonlight and make a little extra mon-
ey on the side. Or they may be poor-qual-
ity wage workers, being repeatedly hired 
and fired. In the NLSY79, 539 young 
men aged 21 and older reported having 
had a single job in the past calendar year 
at the time they entered self-employment, 
while 1,183 respondents reported having 
had multiple jobs. 

I provide logit results for these two 
samples in table 5. I find that those hav-
ing a single job in the previous calendar 
year are far more sensitive to aggregate 
economic conditions than the full sample. 
Furthermore, these workers apparently 

are not affected by local economic conditions, as evi-
denced by the insignificant coefficient on the local 
unemployment rate variable. In comparison, those 
having multiple jobs in the past calendar year are af-
fected less by changes in aggregate economic condi-
tions, but more by the local economy. These multiple 
job holders are the ones more likely to exit self-em-
ployment when the local economy worsens. One pos-
sible interpretation is that these small business owners 
are moonlighting and when a contraction occurs, their 
businesses are more likely to suffer. They then turn to 
other wage sector opportunities.

Conclusion

Self-employment is a fluid labor market state, ex-
hibiting a great deal of turnover. Because it is believed 
that self-employment is a significant determinant of 
economic growth, it is important for policymakers to 
understand both what factors influence people to enter 
self-employment and what encourages them to exit 
self-employment. This article has focused on the latter. 

Data from the NLSY79 for young males suggest 
that durations of self-employment tend to be short, with 
many first spells of self-employment terminating with-
in a year. However, the longer a worker has been self-
employed, the less likely he is to leave self-employment. 
Spell duration does not seem to be influenced by edu-
cational levels and, after controlling for aggregate 
and local labor market conditions, appears to be the 
same for whites and nonwhites. Marital status and re-
gion are also not significant.
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NOTES
1For a transcript of President Bush’s January 6, 2006, speech to the 
Economic Club of Chicago, see www.whitehouse.gov/news/ 
releases/2006/01/20060106-7.html.

2Rissman (2003) provides a theoretical framework for this hypothesis.

3This number includes both males and females. In contrast, Fairlie 
(2005b) computes a much higher 9.8 percent self-employed in 2003, 
with male self-employment accounting for 12.4 percent of total male 
wage and salary workers. The discrepancy appears to be the result of 
how incorporated and unincorporated businesses are treated.

4Rissman (2003).

5In contrast to others, Hurst and Lusardi (2004) find no evidence 
that financial constraints affect entrepreneurial activity.

6Davis et al. (2006) are making progress in merging the employer 
and nonemployer universes in the Integrated Longitudinal Business 
Database (ILBD). Efforts are also under way at the U.S. Census 
Bureau to integrate business and household data in the Longitudinal 
Employer–Household Dynamics (LEHD) Program.  Abowd, 
Haltiwanger, and Lane (2004) discuss the data set. The University 
of Michigan’s Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics (PSED) 
follows a group of individuals who are considering starting a busi-
ness and tracks them over time to determine the steps and outcomes 
of their decisions.

7Analysis of data for those aged 24 and older yields no difference 
in the results.

8Data are collected for the “CPS job.” The CPS job is the respon-
dent’s current or most recent job at the interview date. If more than 
one job is held at that time, the CPS job/employer is the one at 
which the respondent works the most hours. If the respondent is 
not working, the CPS job is the job most recently held since the 
date of the last interview.

9The class of worker questions asked in the 1994 wave of the NLSY79 
inquired about a number of jobs. The counts of self-employed 
workers are very different for 1994 than 1993 or in the next survey 
year 1996. Estimation results assume that if the class of worker 
was the same in 1993 as recorded in 1996, then the class of worker 
had the same value in 1994. 

10Technically, the transition is from self-employment to other em-
ployment. This other employment can, in practice, involve a transi-
tion to nonpaid employment in a family business or farm. There 
are few instances of this recorded in the data. 

11For females, the transition rate from wage work to self-employ-
ment was similar at 2.1 percent, and the transition rate from self-
employment to wage work was 41.6 percent. The sample covers 
younger workers, so women are followed during their childbearing 
years. Family and work choices are complicated decisions with 

women weighing if and when to have children, and whether and 
how much to work after children are born. For women, self-em-
ployment may offer young mothers flexibility in work scheduling, 
suggesting that women would be more likely than men to engage 
in self-employment. Alternatively, it may be that self-employment 
is too time-consuming and the income too unstable relative to 
wage work so that young self-employed mothers would have even 
less flexibility. The results suggest that once women opt to work, 
they have about the same transition rates between wage work and 
self-employment as do men.

12For women, this figure was lower at 4.8 percent.

13More than one in five women aged 21 and older (22.8 percent) 
experience self-employment at some point in their young working 
lives. Similar to males, a female who has ever been self-employed 
spends about 19.7 percent of her time in self-employment. 

14Numbers in the columns marked “between” and “within” in table 2 
need not total 100 percent, since some people experience both la-
bor market outcomes over the time they are observed.  

15Fairlie (2005a) makes the same point.

16In figure 1, panel A, note that the data point for 1994 is missing 
because of noncomparability with earlier years.

17Unfortunately, although an effort is made to track everyone in the 
original sample, not everyone is interviewed each time. Sometimes 
respondents cannot be tracked either because they cannot be locat-
ed or because they have died or are otherwise incapacitated. 

18The ASVAB is a standardized test that was administered to all 
NLSY79 respondents in 1980. Subject areas include word knowledge, 
paragraph comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, and mathematics 
knowledge. The results of these subtests were used to create a per-
centile ranking that is comparable to another standardized test, the 
Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT), which was reweighted 
in 1989. The percentiles reflected in table 3 are for the 1989 weighting.

19In related work, Paulson and Townsend (2005) find that in 
Thailand more new businesses were started around the time of the 
currency crisis in the late 1990s, suggesting that economic activity 
is an important factor in the decision to start a new business. 

20It is difficult to know what employment without pay entails. 
Fortunately, such incidences are rare, with less than 0.3 percent of 
both men and women in this classification.

21The GDP variable is constructed as yt – Y where yt is real annual 
GDP growth at time t and Y is average annual GDP growth from 
1979 to 2002.  

22This simple model does not differentiate between unemployment, 
wage sector employment, or nonparticipation. A richer model 

Aggregate and local labor market conditions play 
an important role in determining the duration of self-
employment spells. A growing economy appears to 
encourage people who are self-employed to exit self-
employment. This fact suggests that small business 
owners take the opportunities provided by growth to 
enter the wage sector. Local labor market conditions 

are also important. As the local economy worsens, 
small business owners are likely to suffer dispropor-
tionately more. These aggregate and local effects should 
be evaluated more comprehensively in a framework 
that incorporates exits from self-employment to the 
wage sector, unemployment, and nonparticipation. 
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FiguRE a1

Hypothetical self-employment duration data

Source: Kiefer (1988).
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would distinguish among these alternatives. Because of the nature 
of the question asked, the transition is almost certainly from self-
employment to wage work.

23Fairlie and Meyer (2000) document the convergence of black/
white self-employment rates over a long period.

24In 1980 and again in 1989, the ASVAB subtests were used to cre-
ate a composite percentile ranking that facilitated comparisons be-
tween the ASVAB and the AFQT. The reason for the re-creation of 
the composite score in 1989 was to ensure comparability with the 
U.S. Department of Defense’s revised AFQT. The AFQT variable 
employed in the logit analysis is a dummy variable taking on the 

value 1 if the respondent scored above the 50th percentile in the 
AFQT equivalent ASVAB score and 0 otherwise. Thus, it is a crude 
measure of aptitude and intelligence. 

25A time variable indicating the year of entry and years since entry 
could capture the same information. 

26Aggregate conditions are measured as real GDP growth less aver-
age GDP growth over the period from 1979 to 2002.

27Ham and LaLonde (1996) examine biases introduced by sample 
selection and initial conditions.

APPENDIX: AN INTRODUCTION TO SURVIVAL ANALYSIS

The discussion given here draws heavily from the dis-
cussion found in Kiefer (1988). Kalbfleisch and Prentice 
(1980) is a useful text for the interested reader. The fo-
cus of this article is on the dynamics of self-employ-
ment, in particular on the duration of self-employment. 
Figure A1 is helpful in understanding key concepts. This 
figure shows hypothetical self-employment durations for 
four individuals. The individuals are assumed to be sur-
veyed at time A and then again at time B. 

Short spells can be overlooked in the data. This is 
the case for persons 1 and 2 who are self-employed for 
periods of time that fall between A and B. The survey 
never records them as having been self-employed. Esti-
mates of average self-employment duration are likely to 
be overstated as a result. 

Surveys typically have a beginning and an end.1 
This can lead to censoring problems. For example, per-
son 3 was not self-employed at time A, but was self-em-
ployed at time B. However, there are no subsequent 
observations for him because the survey was terminated. 
This individual was “right-censored,” meaning that at 
the time of the last observation, he was self-employed 
and therefore still at risk of leaving self-employment. 
We know the duration of self-employment up to the  
time of his final observation but do not know what hap-
pened thereafter. Right-censoring may lead to an under-
estimation of average durations. The last individual, 
person 4, was self-employed even before he was ob-
served at time A. This individual is said to be “left-cen-
sored.” Left-censoring is not a large problem for 
studying self-employment in the NLSY79 because most 
respondents were younger than 21 at the time of the ini-
tial survey, and we are interested in their self-employ-
ment experiences only after they become attached to the 
labor force, which is typically at an age 21 and older.

To deal with the unique problems that arise from 
duration data, statisticians have modeled the hazard 
function. To start, the probability distribution of dura-
tions is given by the distribution function: 

F(t) = Pr(T < t).

This is the probability that a spell of self-employment T 
will be less than some value t. The corresponding densi-
ty function is given by:

f(t) = dF(t)/dt.

Other functions are also now easily defined. The sur-
vivor function S(t) is given by:

S t F t T t( ) ( ) Pr( ).= − = ≥1

This is the probability that the duration of self-em-
ployment is greater than or equal to t and gives the 
upper tail of the distribution. The hazard function can 
now be defined. It is the rate at which spells are com-
pleted at duration t, given that they last until t. The 
hazard function is given by:

λ(t) = f(t)/S(t).
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Lastly, the integrated hazard is a useful function for 
empirical testing. It is defined as:

Λ( ) ( ) .t u du
t

= ∫ λ
0

Its relation to the survivor function is given by:

S(t) = exp[–Λ(t)].

Note that knowing the hazard function uniquely charac-
terizes the other functions. 

A number of different distributions have been used 
successfully in modeling duration data. An exponential 
distribution is perhaps the most widespread because it is 
easy to work with. This distribution has the interesting 
property that its hazard function is constant: The rate at 
which people exit is not dependent on how much time 

they have already spent in the state. Because of this 
“memoryless” property, the exponential distribution is 
not a good description of data that contains both very 
short and very long durations. Other distributions that 
have been successfully employed include the Weibull, 
log-logistic, Gompertz, lognormal, and generalized gam-
ma. The Weibull distribution permits the exponential dis-
tribution as a special case. These other distributions have 
the benefit of capturing a time-varying hazard. For ex-
ample, if the statistician believes that workers are quick 
to leave self-employment at short durations but that they 
are less likely to leave once they have been around for 
awhile, then a log-logistic or lognormal distribution may 
be a better description than the exponential. 

1In the NLSY79, the respondents were interviewed in 1979 and fol-
lowed periodically through 2002. Although the survey is ongoing, 
this is the most recent observation. 
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The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago will host its 
ninth annual International Banking Conference in 
Chicago on October 5 and 6,2006, in conjunction with 
the International Association of Deposit Insurers. This 
year’s theme will be “International Financial Instability: 
Cross-Border Banking and National Regulation.”

Financial stability depends, in large part, on appropri
ate and prudential supervision and regulation. While 
banking has increasingly become international and 
operates across borders, prudential regulation has 
largely remained national. Its jurisdiction has been 
primarily limited to financial institutions chartered 
within national borders. This conference will identify 
the implications of this mismatch for international 
financial stability and examine recommendations for 
mitigating any adverse effects without reducing gains 
from cross-border banking activities.
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ecutive Council and President, International Associa
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on the cross-border transmission of financial instabil
ity, home-host country supervisory conflicts, the role

and effectiveness of the government safety net 
across borders, resolution problems associated with 
cross-border failures, and public policy alternatives 
to prevent cross-border crises.

As with past conferences, the theme was selected 
because it is an important and current concern in a 
broad array of countries. The targeted audience is 
industry practitioners, financial consultants, finan
cial regulators, and researchers interested in public 
policy toward global financial markets. The confer
ence will be held in the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Chicago’s Conference Center, 230 South LaSalle 
Street, Chicago, IL 60604.
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www.chicagofed.org/InternationalBanking
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The great turn-of-the-century housing boom

Jonas D. M. Fisher and Saad Quayyum

Introduction and summary

In the last ten years, residential investment as a share 
of gross domestic product (GDP) has reached levels 
not seen since the 1950s. At the same time, the home-
ownership rate has climbed to levels never before 
achieved. This article discusses the forces underlying 
these developments and argues that they are connected.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of nominal residential 
investment to GDP from 1947 to 2005, with shaded 
regions indicating years in which the economy was in 
recession. The spending share of residential investment 
is clearly highly cyclical, but in the last ten years it has 
seemed relatively immune to macroeconomic distur-
bances. Indeed, from a near historic low below 3.5 per-
cent in 1991, residential investment spending has grown 
rapidly, passing 6 percent of nominal GDP in 2005.

Figure 2 shows the history of the homeownership 
rate from 1890 to 2004. The homeownership rate equals 
the number of owner-occupied housing units divided 
by the number of occupied housing units. Between 1890 
and 1940, the homeownership rate varied between 43 
percent and 48 percent. After World War II, the hom-
eownership rate rose rapidly, and by the mid-1960s it 
had surpassed 64 percent. Upward progress in home-
ownership stalled in the 1970s and even fell in the 
1980s. It began growing again in the mid-1990s and 
by 2005 had reached a new high of 69 percent.

Understanding why residential investment and 
homeownership have reached such unusually high 
levels is useful from a policymaking standpoint. For 
example, monetary policy has been traditionally viewed 
as having a strong influence over new home construc-
tion. Have the high levels of residential investment been 
driven by unusually loose monetary policy? Another 
concern of policymakers is that the unusually high level 
of spending on new housing reflects speculation and 
is not driven by underlying fundamentals. The increase 
of rates of homeownership has long been an announced 

goal of policymakers. Indeed, both Presidents Clinton 
and George W. Bush have touted the rising levels of 
homeownership as accomplishments of their adminis-
trations. So, understanding why homeownership rates 
have risen should help in the development of policies 
directed at establishing socially and economically de-
sirable levels of homeownership.

Much has been said in the press about high levels 
of house prices and the possibility of a house price bub-
ble. Figure 3 displays the median sales price of exist-
ing single family homes, converted into real terms by 
dividing total sales price by the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) for all urban consumers. This figure shows that 
indeed the real price of single-family homes, after be-
ing roughly stable from the early 1980s to the mid-
1990s has grown considerably since. This article does 
not address house prices directly. Rather, it seeks to un-
derstand recent developments by focusing on quanti-
ties. To the extent that the quantities can be understood 
by considering the underlying economic fundamen-
tals, such as productivity growth and the evolution  
of the mortgage market, then the recent growth in 
house prices is probably not due to excessive specula-
tion in the housing market, such as occurs in a bub-
ble. We argue that our findings point toward the high 
prices being driven by fundamentals.

The article begins by describing the evolution  
of key variables that should influence residential in-
vestment. While informative, this discussion has the 
drawback that it is difficult to distinguish the truly  
exogenous factors driving the spending. For example, 
showing that real interest rates have been relatively 

Jonas D. M. Fisher is an economic advisor and team leader 
of the macroeconomics group and Saad Quayyum is an as-
sociate economist in the Economic Research Department at 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.
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FiguRE 1

Nominal GDP share of residential investment, 1947–2005

Note: Shaded areas indicate recessions as determined by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, national income and product 
accounts data, from Haver Analytics.
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FiguRE 2

U.S. homeownership rate, 1890–2004

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, and the U.S. Bureau of  
Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey/Housing Vacancy Survey, Series 
H-111, reports, Washington, DC, from Haver Analytics.
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low as residential investment has surged 
beyond its trend level does not establish 
that unusually loose monetary policy is to 
blame. Consequently, the next phase of 
the analysis involves an econometric 
study of the effects of identified exoge-
nous shocks to the economy. This study 
focuses on the roles of technological 
change and monetary policy.

We then turn to the homeownership 
issue. We begin by describing how home-
ownership rates have changed across var-
ious racial, generational, educational, and 
income categories. Then we address the 
question of how much of the increase in 
homeownership can be explained by 
changes in the distribution of the popula-
tion across these categories. For example, 
older people have higher homeownership 
rates than younger people, so, all else be-
ing equal, an aging population tends to 
increase the homeownership rate. By ac-
counting for all easily measurable factors, 
this analysis provides a bound on what 
needs to be explained by other, more dif-
ficult to measure factors, such as the in-
creased use of new mortgage products.

The final part of the article connects 
the overall increase in residential invest-
ment with the increase in homeowner-
ship. This analysis focuses on the impact 
of the rapid growth of the subprime mort-
gage market.

Our main findings are as follows. 
First, it appears that the housing boom 
has not been driven by unusually loose 
monetary policy. This is not to say that 
monetary policy has not been unusually 
loose, but that to the extent it has been 
loose, this is not what has been driving 
spending on housing. Second, the current 
levels of spending on housing are largely 
explained by the wealth created by dra-
matic technological progress over the 
previous decade. Third, changes in the 
demographic, income, educational, and 
regional structure of the population account for only 
one-half of the increase in homeownership. That is, 
without any other developments, the homeownership 
rate is likely to have gone up anyway, but not by 
nearly as much as it has done. The last finding is that 
substitution away from rental housing made possible 
by technology-driven developments in the mortgage 

market, such as subprime lending, could account for  
a significant fraction of the increase in residential in-
vestment and homeownership. The current spending 
boom thus may be a temporary transition toward an 
era with higher homeownership rates and a share of 
spending on housing that is nearer historical norms.
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FiguRE 3

Log real median sales price of existing single family homes

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the National Association  
of Realtors, Economics and Research Division, “Home sales,” report, and 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index, report, from 
Haver Analytics.
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FiguRE 4

Log residential investment per household

Note: Shaded areas indicate recessions as determined by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research.
Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of  
Economic Analysis, national income and product accounts data, and the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey, report, from 
Haver Analytics.
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Figure 4 is helpful as a starting point for gauging 
whether residential investment is currently at unusual 
levels. The figure displays the log of real residential 
investment per household from 1947 to 2005 along 

with a trend line. While certainly subject 
to large cyclical variations, residential in-
vestment seems to follow a linear trend 
quite closely. So while investment grew 
rapidly after 1991 until the latter part of 
the decade, this was largely a return to 
trend. Only after the 2001 recession has 
spending grown substantially above trend. 
By 2005, it was roughly as far above trend 
as occurred during the boom part of the 
boom–bust cycle of the 1970s and the 
early 1980s. The dramatic swings in resi-
dential investment in the 1970s and early 
1980s contributed significantly to three 
recessions. From this perspective, the 
current levels of residential investment 
may seem alarming. In the remainder of 
this section, we consider some of the fac-
tors that may underlie the current high 
levels of residential investment.

Household formation
Household formation, to the extent 

that it is governed primarily by long-term 
social and demographic developments, is 
the most basic determinant of home build-
ing and residential investment.1 Indeed, if 
vacancy rates were constant and houses 
were never torn down to be replaced by  
new residential structures, new home build-
ing would be exactly proportional to new 
household formation.2 Figure 5 shows the 
evolution of new households and housing 
starts since 1960. The light blue lines in-
dicate the number of new households in a 
given year, the black lines indicate the 
average number of new households per 
year for each decade, and the dark blue 
line indicates the level of housing starts. 
In the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, there 
seems to be a close association between 
home building and household formation. 
The increases in household formation and 
home building over the 1970s are an ex-
ample of the strong influence of demo-
graphic factors—this is when the baby 
boom generation moved out on its own. 
The close association of home building 

with household formation is less true of the 1960s, 
when home building is near its 1980 levels, but new 
household formation is much lower. Since the 2001 
recession, housing starts have also risen to levels that 
do not seem closely tied to new household formation.
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FiguRE 5

New households and housing starts

Note: Shaded areas indicate recessions as determined by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research.
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, report, and the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey, report, from  
Haver Analytics.
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Migration
Another factor determining new 

home building is migration. With migra-
tion, the number of households can stay 
fixed while there is still a demand for 
new homes. In the region where house-
holds migrate from, vacancy rates go up, 
while in the region where households  
migrate to, houses need to be built. To  
assess the possible impact of migration, 
consider figure 6. Panel A shows the 
shares of national population increases  
attributable to the four census regions 
from 1982 to 2005. Panel B displays  
the corresponding shares of all housing 
starts. In each case, a rising or falling 
share indicates that either population  
or housing starts are increasing faster in 
the region than for the nation as a whole. 
This figure shows that the relative shares 
of housing starts generally correspond to 
the relative population shares. Some of 
the trends seem to correspond as well. 
For example, the dip in the share of hous-
ing starts for the South in the 1980s is associated with 
a downward trend in the population share as well. Of 
particular interest is the uptick in the population share 
of the South from 2000 to 2005. Consistent with a 
role for migration in the current housing boom, the 
share of housing starts also picked up, although with 
a delay.

Interest rates
The discussion until now has focused on relative-

ly long-term developments. As is evident from figures 
1 and 2, home building historically has been highly 
cyclical. The conventional wisdom on why this is so 
is that the demand for housing is sensitive to movements 
in mortgage rates. If mortgage rates are unusually low, 
then this could fuel unusually high rates of residential 
investment. Figure 7 displays a measure of the nomi-
nal effective mortgage rate along with an estimate of 
the corresponding real rate. The term “effective” means 
that the mortgage rate incorporates the various points, 
fees, and other closing costs associated with a mort-
gage. These have generally been declining since the 
early 1980s. The real rate is equal to the nominal rate 
less an estimate of the expected rate of inflation. The 
inflation rate used for this figure is equal to the infla-
tion rate in the national income and product accounts 
(NIPA) personal consumption expenditure deflator 
over the previous year. This probably overstates actu-
al changes in the expectations relevant for determin-
ing housing demand.3 Figure 7 shows that both real 

and nominal mortgage rates were low in the 1990s com-
pared with the 1980s. This presumably contributed to 
the return to trend of residential investment over this 
period. Interestingly, the period when home building 
accelerated beyond its trend level was also a time when 
nominal and real rates were falling even further. While 
over the last two years nominal mortgage rates have 
started creeping up, real rates have continued to fall 
because inflation expectations have been rising. These 
considerations suggest that sustained low interest rates, 
possibly driven by unusually loose monetary policy, 
could be fueling the housing boom.

Wealth
The final factor affecting home building that we 

consider is household wealth. All else being equal,  
the richer households are, the more housing they de-
mand. The latter half of the 1990s was a period of 
rapid wealth accumulation. For example, according  
to the Survey of Consumer Finances, average family 
net worth increased by 72 percent between 1995 and 
2001. These increases in wealth were primarily due 
to the large increases in stock values over this period. 
As a consequence, housing and other nonfinancial  
assets’ average share of total assets, fell from 63.3 
percent in 1995 to 58 percent in 2001. If the share in 
1995 was “normal” or close to the “desired” house-
hold allocation of nonfinancial assets in households’ 
portfolios, then it is to be expected that the share 
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FiguRE 6

New households and housing starts, by region

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, report, and the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey, report, from  
Haver Analytics.
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would eventually start rising again. Indeed, by 2004, 
nonfinancial assets’ share of total assets had risen to 
64.3 percent, near its 1995 level. While the share of 
housing in total assets, in the form of primary resi-
dences, rose faster over this period, the behavior of 
nonfinancial assets as a whole suggests that much of 
the acceleration in residential investment after the 
2001 recession might be due to households rebalanc-
ing their portfolios. That is, it may be a natural con-
sequence of the stock market boom of the 1990s.4

The macroeconomic shocks driving 
residential investment

The foregoing discussion suggests 
various factors that may be influencing 
the high levels of residential investment, 
but the underlying causes remain unclear. 
Determining the causes of macroeconomic 
fluctuations is notoriously difficult because 
essentially all the variables of interest are 
endogenous—no single variable moves 
independently and drives movements in 
other variables. The traditional approach 
to assessing the causes of fluctuations is 
to posit that the economy is subject to  
exogenous random disturbances, which 
are called shocks. Macroeconomists have 
formulated methods for identifying three 
kinds of shocks—two kinds of shocks to 
technological possibilities and one kind 
of monetary policy shock.5 The procedure 
for identifying these shocks involves spec-
ifying a statistical model of the variables  
of interest and making a series of identifi-
cation assumptions that make it possible 
to extract the exogenous shocks from the 
statistical model. Once the shocks have 
been identified, it is possible to determine 
how much of the growth in residential  
investment from 1995 to 2005 can be  
attributed to these shocks using what is 
called a historical decomposition. The 
strategy for identifying the technology 
shocks builds on Fisher (2006) and the 
monetary policy shock identification 
builds on Christiano, Eichenbaum, and 
Evans (2005).

Identifying the exogenous shocks
We begin by supposing that the 

economy evolves according to the fol-
lowing vector autoregression (VAR):

1) Aqt = Γ(L)qt–1 + εt ,

where qt is a vector of variables of interest to be spec-
ified in a moment, εt is a vector of fundamental shocks, 
and A is a matrix of coefficients conformable with qt. 
The term Γ(L) is called a lag polynomial. It specifies 
how many lags of qt appear in equation 1 and is de-
fined as

Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ( ) =  +  +  +  + ,0 1L L L L2 M
1  M
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FiguRE 7

Nominal and real effective mortgage rates

Note: Shaded areas indicate recessions as determined by the National 
Bureau of Economic Research.
Sources: Federal Housing Finance Board  data and U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, national income and product accounts data, from Haver Analytics.
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where the Γi, i = 1,2,..., M are matrices  
of the same dimensions as A, and L is a 
lag operator. Lag operators have the 
property that Lnxt = xt–n, for any variable 
xt. Equation 1 specifies the exogenous 
shocks that drive fluctuations in the vari-
ables in qt and how these variables  
interact contemporaneously and dynami-
cally. We suppose that

qt = [Δpt, Δyt, πt, Rt, ht]′,

where pt is the log real price of capital 
equipment, yt is the log of real per capita 
GDP, πt is inflation, Rt is the federal funds 
rate, ht is the log ratio of nominal residen-
tial investment to nominal GDP, and Δxt 
for some variable xt, such as pt or yt, is 
shorthand for writing xt – xt–1.

6 We use a 
series of instrumental variables regres-
sions to estimate A, Γ(L), and the funda-
mental shocks, and simulate equation 1 
with the identified shocks to determine 
how these shocks have influenced residential invest-
ment. The equations were estimated using data from 
the third quarter of 1982 to the fourth quarter of 2005 
with four lags.

The assumptions used to identify the two tech-
nology shocks are derived from growth theory. In 
particular, we assume that all growth and wealth  
accumulation derive from two kinds of exogenous 
random technological change. One source of techno-
logical change increases the quality and efficiency of 
capital equipment, that is, it is embodied in new capi-
tal equipment. Shocks to the rate of accumulation of 
this kind of technology are called investment-specific 
technology shocks. For simplicity, we will call them 
“I-shocks.” To identify these shocks, we assume that 
they are the only disturbances which have a long-run 
impact on the real price of capital equipment. The other 
source of technological change improves the economy’s 
ability to produce all kinds of goods. Shocks to the rate 
of accumulation of this kind of technology are called 
neutral technology shocks, “N-shocks” for short.  
To identify these shocks, we assume that, along with 
I-shocks, they are the only shocks that affect output 
in the long run.

Our strategy for identifying the monetary policy 
shock, an “R-shock,” has been widely applied in the 
empirical macroeconomic literature. The basis of this 
strategy is the assumption that the Federal Reserve 
follows a simple rule for setting the federal funds rate. 
This rule is subject to shocks, which can be thought 

of as randomness in the deliberations of the Federal 
Open Market Committee or factors uncorrelated with 
the variables in the rule that affect decisions on how 
to set the federal funds rate. Examples of the latter 
might be a hurricane or a terrorist attack. We assume 
that the Fed looks at contemporaneous values of the 
equipment price, output and inflation, as well as lags 
of qt when setting the federal funds rate.

The three sets of identifying assumptions can be 
translated into assumptions about the structure of equa-
tion 1. First, consider the assumption used to identify 
the I-shock. To apply this assumption we use the first 
regression of equation 1, which can be written

2) Δpt =  Γpp(L)Δpt–1 + Γpy(L)Δyt + Γpπ(L)πt  

  + ΓpR(L)Rt + Γph(L)ht + εit, 

where the Γxy(L) values here and below are the rele-
vant lag polynomials plucked from Γ(L). From this 
equation we can see that the contemporaneous effects 
of all non-εit shocks influence Δpt through Δyt, πt, Rt, 
and ht. Our assumption for identifying the I-shocks 
implies that the long-run multipliers from these vari-
ables to pt are zero. The long-run multiplier associated 
with a variable in equation 2 is given by the sum of 
the lag coefficients for that variable. This sum can be 
calculated by evaluating the lag polynomial associated 
with that variable at L = 1. So the identifying assump-
tion for the I-shock is equivalent to assuming 
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Rt =  ΓRp(L)Δpt + ΓRy(L)Δyt + ΓRπ(L)πt + ΓRR(L)Rt–1 

 + ΓRh(L)ht–1+εrt.

This is our hypothesized monetary policy rule, which 
incorporates our assumption that it depends on con-
temporaneous values of pt, yt, and πt. The residuals 
from this equation are our estimates of the monetary 
policy shocks, ˆ .rtε

The effects of the identified shocks
To build intuition for our historical decomposi-

tion of the path of residential investment after 1995,  
it is helpful to study some impulse response functions. 
An impulse response function describes how a vari-
able, for example, residential investment, responds to 
a hypothetical exogenous shock with all other shocks 
set to zero. To the extent that the impulse response 
functions make sense, we can have confidence in the 
quality of the historical decompositions. Responses 
of output (per capita GDP in consumption units), the 
real equipment price, and per capita residential invest-
ment in consumption units to positive one standard 
deviation I-, N-, and R-shocks are displayed in figure 8. 
The units of the responses are percentage deviations 
from the path that would have been followed absent 
the shock. The magnitude of the response of a vari-
able to a given shock indicates that shock’s impor-
tance to the variable’s fluctuations around trend.

The responses to the I-shock show the equipment 
price falling to its new long-run level, output rising to 
its new long-run level, and residential investment ini-
tially falling and then rising to the same long-run level 
as output.7 The long-run responses of these variables 
are predicted by theory. Cheaper equipment encourages 
capital accumulation, which, in turn, raises labor pro-
ductivity and output. The short-run response of residen-
tial investment makes sense because, until capital and 
wealth accumulate and increase the demand for housing, 
a fall in the equipment price should induce substitution 
away from other capital goods, including housing.

The increases in output, the equipment price, and 
residential investment after an N-shock are, at least 
qualitatively, also consistent with theory. An N-shock 
raises productivity, thereby encouraging capital accu-
mulation, higher employment, and an increase in out-
put. Since an N-shock directly affects output, while an 
I-shock affects output indirectly through capital accu-
mulation, the N-shock has a faster impact on output. 
The equipment price responds by only a small amount. 
Qualitatively, it rises after the shock and then returns 
to its pre-shock level. This makes sense if the N-shock 

Γpy(1) = Γpπ(1) = ΓpR(1) = Γph(1) = 0.

This means that each Γpj(L), j = y, π, R, h can be written, 
Γ Γpj pjL L L( )= ( ) −( ) 1 . So, by imposing the I-shock 
identifying assumption, equation 2 becomes

3 1
2) ∆ = ( )∆ + ( )∆ + ( )∆

+ ( )∆ + (
−p L p L y L

L R L

t pp t py t p t

pR t ph

Γ Γ Γ

Γ Γ

 

 

π π

))∆ +ht itε .

In general, disturbances to Δpt affect the contem-
poraneous values of Δyt, πt, Rt, and ht. That is, εvt is 
correlated with the other right-hand side variables in 
equation 3. Consequently, equation 3 cannot be esti-
mated by ordinary least squares. However, assuming 
εvt is exogenous means this shock is independent of 
all variables dated t – 1 and earlier. So equation 3 is 
estimated by instrumental variables, using M lags of 
qt as instruments. The coefficients of the first regression 
of equation 1 are found by unraveling the resulting 
regression coefficients from the instrumental variables 
estimation. The residuals from equation 3 are our es-
timates of ˆ, .vt itε ε

By a similar argument used with the first regres-
sion, the assumptions used to identify the N-shocks 
imply the long-run multipliers from πt, Rt, and ht are 
zero in the second regression of equation 1. It follows 
that this second regression can be written

4 1) ∆ = ( )∆ + ( )∆ + ( )∆

+ ( )∆ + ( )∆
−y L p L y L

L R L

t yp t yy t y t

yR t yh

Γ Γ Γ

Γ Γ



 

π π

hht nt+ ε ,

where the Γ yj L j h q( ) =, ,  are defined in the same 
way as the similar terms in equation 3. As before, this 
equation is estimated by instrumental variables, and 
the resulting coefficient estimates are used to assign 
values to the second row of coefficients in equation 1. 
The instruments are ˆ itε  and M lags of qt. The residuals 
from equation 4, ˆ ,ntε  are our estimates of εnt. Including 
ˆ itε  as an instrument ensures ˆ ntε  is uncorrelated with 
the I-shock within the sample period.

We estimate the remaining regressions of equa-
tion 1 sequentially by instrumental variables, using 
the residuals from the previously estimated regressions 
and M lags of qt as instruments. We do not formally 
identify the residuals of the third and fifth regressions 
with any particular shock, since, unlike the other re-
siduals, we do not have a theory to justify doing so. 
Without loss of generality, in the third regression we 
assume that inflation does not respond to contempo-
raneous movements in Rt. The fourth regression of 
equation 1 can be written
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encourages a short-run increase in the de-
mand for investment goods relative to 
consumption goods, which it does in 
many theoretical models. Output rises to-
ward its new long-run level. Residential 
investment initially surges, then falls 
back toward zero, before rising toward its 
long-run level. This kind of response is 
more difficult to reconcile with existing 
theories. However, the initial surge in res-
idential investment is consistent with the 
rise in output, if housing demand is in-
creasing in income.

The R-shock responses show that 
output and the equipment price respond 
by very little, but residential investment 
responds strongly, falling by about 1 per-
cent. That residential investment is par-
ticularly sensitive to a monetary policy 
shock is consistent with traditional views 
about the monetary transmission 
mechanism.

The historical decomposition of the 
path of residential investment from 1995 
to 2005 is displayed in figure 9. The his-
torical decomposition for a given shock is 
based on simulating equation 1 with the 
estimated values of the coefficients, as-
suming all other shocks are equal to zero 
and that the given shock is equal to its es-
timate for each period of the decomposi-
tion. The contributions of the individual 
shocks, ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,It Nt Rtε ε ε , plus the two unidenti-
fied residuals add up to the observed path 
of residential investment. Consequently, 
figure 9 can be used for assessing which 
shocks contributed the most to the dy-
namics of residential investment. In the 
figure, the dark blue line represents the 
trend path of residential investment im-
plied by the VAR when all the shocks are 
set to zero, the black line is the empirical 
path, and the light blue line is the path 
corresponding to the shock(s) indicated in 
the header of the individual panels of the 
figure.

Figure 9, panel A reveals that the in-
vestment-specific technological change of 
the late 1990s acted as a drag on residen-
tial investment. However, by 2004, the 
capital accumulation generated by this 
technological  change meant that house-
holds were wealthier than otherwise. 

FiguRE 8
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FiguRE 9

Residential investment, 1995:Q1–2005:Q4
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Consequently, residential investment is eventually 
driven above its trend by the end of the sample. Panel 
B shows that N-shocks have had relatively little impact 
on residential investment, except during the 2001 re-
cession and that recession’s slow recovery. However, 
these shocks began exerting a strong positive influence 
toward the end of 2003. The mechanism for this is 
similar to that for I-shocks—technological change in-
creases capital accumulation and wealth. From panel 
C, we see that monetary policy, through the R-shocks, 
seems to have had very little impact. Toward the end 
of the sample, these shocks exert a small positive in-
fluence, however. Panel D shows that the three identi-
fied shocks together account for almost all the surge 
of residential investment above its trend toward the 
end of the sample. Given the small contribution of the 
R-shocks around this time, this result suggests that the 
unusually high levels of residential investment in  

recent years may just be the direct result of the wealth 
accumulation from previously high rates of technologi-
cal progress. In other words, according to the econo-
metric analysis, the recent high rates of residential 
investment appear to have been driven mostly by fun-
damentals and not unusually loose monetary policy 
or speculative building.

The increase in homeownership

We now turn to the homeownership rate. Recall 
from figure 3 that the homeownership rate rose from 
about 64 percent in 1995 to about 69 percent in 2005. 
In this section, we describe how homeownership has 
changed along various demographic, income, educa-
tional, and regional lines. It then addresses the question 
of how much of the overall increase in homeowner-
ship can be attributed to changes in the distribution of 
households among these different categories. This is 
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TaBlE 1

Homeownership rates and percent of population for various household characteristics

 Percent of population  Homeownership rates
     Change       Change
  1993 2003 1993–2003  1993 2003 1993–2003

Overall    64.68 68.39 3.71

Race of household head
 White  84.50  82.69  –1.81  68.62  72.32  3.70
 Black  11.77  12.31  0.60  42.96  47.58  4.62
 Other  3.73  4.99  1.26  44.04  54.53  10.49

Age of household head
 18–24  4.90  4.81  –0.09  12.43  15.91  3.48
 25–29  8.55  7.20  –1.35  34.63  39.64  5.01
 30–34  11.49  9.88  –1.61  50.98  54.75  3.77
 35–39  12.08  10.06  –2.02  61.55  64.59  3.04
 40–44  11.03  11.37  0.34  69.05  70.96  1.91
 45–54  17.35  20.79  3.44  75.42  76.02  0.60
 55–74  25.01  25.35  0.34  80.63  81.71  1.08
 >74  9.59  10.54  0.95  72.54  78.48  5.94

Gender of household head
 Male  70.68  70.50  –0.18  70.95  74.31  3.36
 Female  29.32  29.50  0.18  49.51  54.21  4.70

Marital status of household head
 Married, spouse present  54.02  51.51  –2.51  79.41  83.37  3.96
 Unmarried, or spouse absent  45.98  48.49  2.51  47.38  52.47  5.09

Children in the household
 None  61.28  62.77  1.49  64.77  68.17  3.40
 One  15.73  15.48  –0.25  63.36  68.04  4.68
 Two  14.59  13.76  –0.83  67.59  71.26  3.67
 Three  5.84  5.65  –0.19  64.98  68.00  3.02
 Four or more  2.57  2.34  –0.23  53.50  60.42  6.92

Adults in the household
 One  30.87  32.54  1.67  45.65  52.27  6.62
 Two  54.34  52.47  –1.87  71.88  75.47  3.59
 Three  10.61  10.64  0.03  77.32  78.55  1.23
 Four or more  4.18  4.35  0.17  79.40  78.67  –0.73

Region
 North East  19.85  18.66  –1.19  62.16  64.64  2.48
 North Central  23.89  23.12  –0.77  67.85  73.14  5.29
 South  35.54  37.00  1.46  66.33  70.08  3.75
 West  20.72  21.22  0.50  60.69  63.79  3.10

Education of household head
 Less than high school  19.33  17.44  –1.89  58.77  57.75  –1.02
 High school graduate  35.50  28.35  –7.15  64.67  68.52  3.85
 Some college  19.88  27.26  7.38  63.20  67.71  4.51
 College graduate  14.08  17.30  3.22  67.25  73.25  6.00
 Postgraduate  11.20  9.64  –1.56  74.35  80.40  6.05

Source: American Housing Survey.

useful for assessing the extent to which other factors, 
including the introduction of new mortgage products, 
are needed to account for the increase in homeowner-
ship. The analysis in this section borrows from Segal 
and Sullivan (1998). The data underlying the analysis 
are from the American Housing Survey (AHS).8

Cross-sectional changes in homeownership
Table 1 displays how homeownership has changed 

between 1993 and 2003 along various demographic, 
educational, and regional lines, and table 2 does the 
same for income deciles. When referring to an indi-
vidual characteristic, the unit of analysis is the house-
hold head. Also contained in these tables is the change 
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TaBlE 3

TaBlE 2

Homeownership rate, by income  deciles

  Percent of population  Homeownership rates
  Change   Change
  1993–2003  1993  2003  1993–2003

 1  –0.33  0.39  0.43  0.04
 2  –1.67  0.45  0.49  0.04
 3  –0.81  0.52  0.52  0.00
 4  0.75  0.54  0.58  0.04
 5  –1.29  0.63  0.61  –0.02
 6  –1.25  0.64  0.67  0.03
 7  0.18  0.72  0.75  0.03
 8  –0.55  0.79  0.82  0.03
 9  0.90  0.86  0.88  0.02
 10  4.06  0.92  0.93  0.01

Source: American Housing Survey.

1993
income
decile

Contributions to 1993–2003 change in homeownership rate

 Base year  
 1993  2003
Included variables  Δh Δw  Δh  Δw

Age only  2.56  1.14  2.45  1.25
Demographic + regional  3.51  0.20  3.51  0.19
Demographic + regional + ed. + inc.  1.86  1.84  1.94  1.76

Notes: The figures reflect actual 1993–2003 data. The change in the homeownership  
rate is 3.70.

in the proportion of household heads that belong to 
each category. We do not discuss all the entries in 
these tables, but instead focus on two features of the 
tables that play roles in the analysis to follow.

The first and most important observation is that 
all but two categories in both tables display an increase 
in homeownership rates between 1993 and 2003. The 
two categories with declining homeownership rates 
are households with four or more adults, and household 
heads with less than a high school education. That the 
increase in homeownership cuts across so many dif-
ferent categorizations suggests that the overall home-
ownership rate is not merely reflecting changes in the 
distribution of the population among the categories. 
Something fundamental about the homeownership 
process has changed.

The second key observation is that among the 
different age groups, younger household heads expe-
rienced larger increases than middle-aged household 
heads. Consistent with the large increases in home-
ownership rates of younger household heads, single 
household heads have larger increases in 
homeownership rates than married house-
hold heads and other households with 
more than one adult. The pattern of hom-
eownership among the young is a striking 
reversal of a trend seen between 1978 and 
1993. Between 1978 and 1993, home-
ownership rates dropped for household 
heads under 40. This drop in homeowner-
ship rates coincided with a fall in mar-
riage rates and the fraction of households 
with children for household heads under 
40. This is consistent with the fact that 

starting a family has traditionally been 
one of the main instigators of homeown-
ership. From this perspective, the increase 
in homeownership among younger house-
hold heads from 1993 and 2003 suggests 
that there might have been a reversal in 
rates of family formation among the 
young. Yet, marriage rates and the likeli-
hood of a household having children by 
age of household head are about the same 
for 2003 and 1993. Clearly some other 
factor is driving homeownership among 
younger household heads.

The impact of changes in the 
distribution of households

Tables 1 and 2 show that there were 
noticeable changes between 1993 and 
2003 in the distribution of household 

heads among the various categories. For example, the 
share of younger household heads fell, while that of 
older household heads has risen. Since older house-
hold heads tend to have higher homeownership rates 
than their younger counterparts, this change in distri-
bution raises the economy-wide homeownership rate. 
Next, we consider, a decomposition of the overall ho-
meownership rate into parts due to changes in the 
household head distribution and changes in the home-
ownership rate.

The basis for the decomposition is a simple lin-
ear probability model. This relates the probability that 
a household head owns her house as a linear function 
of household characteristics. Specifically,

h x t x ti i t, , , ,( ) = ′ =β 1993 2003

where xi is a column vector of dummy variables for 
household i corresponding to each of the characteris-
tics in tables 1 and 2, and β is a column vector of co-
efficients. For example, if the household head is 
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TaBlE 4

Effects of changes in distribution
of household characteristics

 Base year  
 1993  2003

Demographic and regional  0.48  0.47
 Age 1.15  1.29
 Sex  0.01  0.01
 Marital status  –0.35  –0.36
 Household size and composition  –0.13  –0.21
 Race  –0.22  –0.27
 Region  0.02  0.01

Education and income  1.36  1.29
 Education  0.15  0.06
 Income  1.21  1.24

between the ages of 18 and 24, then the dummy cor-
responding to this characteristic is set equal to one 
and the dummies corresponding to the other age cate-
gories are equal to zero. We estimate two linear prob-
ability models, one using data from the 1993 AHS 
and one using data from the 2003 AHS.

The linear probability model is related to the 
overall homeownership rate in year t ht, ,  as follows:

h w h x t tt i
i N

i

t

= ( ) =
∈
∑ , , , ,1993 2003

where wi is the sample weight (the number of house-
holds in the population that each individual household 
in the sample represents divided by the total number 
of households in the population) for household i, and 
Nt is the year t sample. Given this relationship, the 
change in the overall homeownership rate can be  
decomposed into two parts. In addition, there are two 
ways to construct this decomposition, depending on 
the choice of the base year.

The decomposition is
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Here, B denotes the base year for the decomposition, 
and ∼ B means “not the base year.” So if B is 1993, 
then ∼ B is 2003, and vice versa. The term Δh corre-
sponds to the first term in square brackets and Δw 
corresponds to the second term. These variables cor-
respond to the two channels through which the home-
ownership rate changes. The term Δh captures the part 
due to changes in the household-level homeownership 
rates, holding fixed the sample weights. The term Δw 
captures the part due to holding fixed the individual-
level homeownership rates, but allowing the sample 
weights, that is, the household distribution, to change. 
Since the sample weights and their changes depend 
on the choice of base year, the decomposition also de-
pends on which base year is chosen. Without a com-
pelling reason to choose one base year over the other, 
we consider decompositions based on each base year.

The decomposition for the two possible choices 
of base year is shown in table 3. Each row of the  
table corresponds to different sets of variables in the 
linear probability model. The table shows that when 
the income and education variables are excluded 

from the model (the first two rows), then the Δh term 
accounts for most of the overall change in homeown-
ership. If true, this would mean that factors influenc-
ing individual homeownership rates, and not changes 
in the characteristics of the population, are by far the 
most important factor underlying the overall change 
in homeownership. However, once the education and 
income variables are included in the model (the third 
row), then the share attributable to the change in weights 
rises to about one-half. This result is driven primarily 
by the income variables due to the fact that the shares 
of the higher income household heads have risen, and 
higher levels of income are associated with higher 
levels of homeownership.

Table 4 decomposes the effects of the changes in 
weights (the Δw terms) into the effects of the main 
groups of characteristics. This verifies that age and 
income are the main factors driving this component 
of the change in homeownership. An older and higher 
income population will tend to have a higher overall 
homeownership rate without any other changes in the 
economy. Still, table 3 indicates that part of the increase 
in homeownership remains unexplained. In the next 
section, we consider this unexplained portion of the 
rise in homeownership and relate it to the high levels 
of residential investment.

Connecting the booms in residential  
investment and homeownership

Here, we connect the boom in homeownership 
with the boom in residential investment. We argue 
that developments in the mortgage market have led  
to a large expansion of the pool of potential home-
owners by lowering borrowing constraints.9 Suppose 
a householder in 1995 would have preferred to buy at 
terms available in 2005 but, because these terms were 
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not available in 1995, chose to rent. If rental housing 
is not perfectly substitutable with owned housing in 
the short run, as is likely the case because of moral 
hazard considerations, then the availability of 2005 
mortgage terms increases the demand for owned 
housing. All else being equal, this should increase the 
quantity of housing supplied and raise the share of 
residential investment in GDP. In the long run, rental 
and owned housing are essentially perfect substitutes. 
As the homeownership rate reaches its new, less bor-
rowing-constrained, equilibrium level, we would ex-
pect residential investment as a share of GDP to return 
to “normal” levels. The remainder of this section con-
siders the possible connection between mortgage inno-
vation and homeownership and residential investment 
in more detail.

The dramatic rise in residential investment and 
homeownership has coincided with equally dramatic 
developments in the mortgage market. Over the past 
ten years to 15 years, the mortgage market has devel-
oped substantially in four areas. First, technological 
progress has reduced the cost of approving a mort-
gage under a standardized set of lending guidelines, 
in part by allowing more precise measurement of a 
borrower’s credit risk. Second, mirroring develop-
ments in financial markets more generally, many new 
kinds of mortgages have become available. Third, the 
secondary mortgage market has grown and matured 
so that many kinds of mortgages can now be pack-
aged and sold as mortgage-backed securities. Fourth, 
the mortgage market has become more specialized,  
as firms concentrate on different pieces of the market, 
including origination, servicing, and securitization.

Of these developments, the second is most im-
portant for our argument. We think that the main im-
pact of the other three developments is to increase 
competition and lower transactions costs. Also, the 
development of the secondary mortgage market prob-
ably improved the risk–return tradeoff between mort-
gage-backed securities and other financial instruments. 
This would have the effect of increasing the supply of 
capital to mortgage markets. All these developments 
drive down mortgage rates. Historically, we have seen 
large swings in mortgage rates without large changes 
in the homeownership rate. So we conclude that the 
cost reductions and increases in the supply of capital 
to the mortgage market are likely to have had a rela-
tively small impact on homeownership.

In contrast, the development and dissemination 
of many new mortgage products have made it possible 
for large numbers of people to acquire mortgages 
who would have been unable to previously. Before 
the 1990s, the standard kind of mortgage required the 

potential home buyer to satisfy a relatively rigid set 
of criteria on loan-to-value ratios, income, and other 
measures of creditworthiness. This rigidity was nec-
essary for the development of the secondary market 
for mortgages. While beneficial in this respect, it ef-
fectively shut many potential homeowners out of the 
market. By reducing the remaining rigidities, the new 
mortgage products have expanded the pool of poten-
tial homeowners.

Two developments seem to have had a particularly 
large impact along this dimension. One development 
involves the so-called combo loan. These mortgages 
reduce or even eliminate entirely the need for a down 
payment. The second involves mortgages aimed at 
the “subprime” market. Subprime borrowers are indi-
viduals with low credit ratings. Subprime lending al-
lows borrowers who, in the past, would not have 
qualified for a mortgage to qualify by paying higher 
interest rates and offering more equity or lower loan-
to-value ratios. Before the development of the combo 
loan, potential buyers had to accumulate sufficient 
savings to afford the necessary down payment. Be-
fore the development of the subprime market, most 
borrowers with poor credit would not have been able 
to get a mortgage at all. It is easy to see how these de-
velopments have lowered borrowing constraints and 
made it possible for potential buyers to buy earlier or 
buy at all.

The information on mortgages collected by the 
AHS which is consistent with the above interpreta-
tion of how new kinds of mortgages have affected the 
choices available to households. For instance, among 
first-time home buyers with a mortgage, 7.9 percent 
report that no down payment was required in 1993, 
and 12.1 percent report this in 2003. It is not possible 
to determine from the AHS data whether a borrower 
has a subprime mortgage. However, the survey does 
report the interest rate paid on the primary mortgage. 
We use this to compute the coefficient of skewness of 
interest rates in 1993 and 2003. A large positive skew-
ness coefficient indicates that the distribution of inter-
est rates includes a larger fraction of relatively high 
interest rates. In 1993, the skewness coefficient is 0.59. 
In 2003, it is 1.84. This increase in skewness is consis-
tent with a greater fraction of mortgages being high in-
terest subprime mortgages, although it could also arise 
with an increased usage of adjustable rate mortgages.10

What impact have these changes had on home 
buying? Since the most constrained home buyers are 
first-time buyers and first-time buyers are typically 
young, we can use table 1 to assess the possible im-
pact of the changes in the structure of mortgages.  
Table 1 shows that homeownership rates for young 
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buyers have risen by much more than for older buy-
ers, except for the oldest buyers (>74). So, for buyers 
under 40 the changes in homeownership rates are all 
greater than 3 percent, while for buyers from age 40 
to age 74 the changes are all less than 2 percent.

The evidence so far is consistent with the mort-
gage developments increasing the pool of buyers.  
The last question we address is whether this increase 
in the pool is large compared to the recently high levels 
of residential investment and homeownership. Given 
the paucity of data we have to work with at this time, 
our calculations are rough and tentative. We first make 
a rough estimate of the additional homeowners due to 
the subprime lending. Our hypothesis is that these  
homeowners come from the ranks of renters, so we 
compare this magnitude with changes in the rental 
vacancy rate. To assess the potential impact on resi-
dential investment and homeownership, we also com-
pare our calculated increase in the number of new 
homeowners due to subprime lending with changes  
in the number of housing completions and the unex-
plained portion of the increase in homeownership dis-
played in table 3.

Using data on the volume of home purchase mort-
gage originations in 2002 (from the Mortgage Bank-
ers Association), the average loan amount in 2002 
(Federal Housing Finance Board), and the fact that  
10 percent of such originations were subprime mort-
gages (Gramlich, 2005), we calculate that about 673,000 
subprime mortgages were issued for home purchases 
in 2002. In 1994, 76 percent of new originations were 
for home purchases (Federal Housing Finance Board). 
Combining this information with numbers on the vol-
ume of the subprime mortgage market and the average 
loan amount in 1994 (Gramlich, 2005), we calculate 
that about 242,000 subprime mortgages were issued 
for home purchases in 1994. So between 1994 and 
2002, there was an increase of 431,000 subprime 
home purchases.

Assuming that the home buyers using these sub-
prime mortgages would previously have been excluded 
from the mortgage market, this increase in subprime 
purchases must be accompanied by a reduction of 
similar scale in renting households (assuming no sub-
stitution between rental and owned housing units and 
no impact on the formation of new households). In 
this case, we should have seen an increase in the rent-
al vacancy rate. In fact, between 1994 and 2002, there 
was an increase of 1.5 percentage points in the rental 
vacancy rate (U.S. Census Bureau). This increase in 
the vacancy rate translates into 570,000 additional  

vacant rental units in 2002.11 By this calculation, the 
additional subprime lending accounts for 76 percent 
(431,000/570,000) of the increase in the rental vacancy 
rate. Additionally, the magnitude of the new subprime 
lending accounts for about 72 percent of the roughly 
600,000 additional housing completions (U.S. Census  
Bureau) in 2005 compared with 1995.

According to table 3, about 1.75 percent of the 
increase in homeownership between 1995 and 2005 
remains unexplained by changes in the cross-section-
al characteristics of the population. With 113 million 
households in 2005, this translates into two million 
additional homeowners in 2005, or an average of 
200,000 additional homeowners each year between 
1995 and 2005. The volume of subprime lending we 
calculated for 1994 is much higher in the years after-
ward (Gramlich, 2005). Consequently, by our calcula-
tions, the subprime market can easily account for the 
additional homeowners unaccounted for by changes 
in the cross-sectional characteristics of the population.

We conclude that substitution away from rental 
housing made possible by developments in the mort-
gage market, such as subprime lending, could account 
for a significant fraction of the increase in residential 
investment and homeownership. The current spend-
ing boom thus may be a temporary transition toward 
an era with higher homeownership rates and spending 
on housing, which will ultimately move nearer to his-
torical norms.

It may appear that the role of mortgage markets 
in accounting for the increase in residential investment 
contradicts our finding earlier in this article that the 
current levels of spending on housing are largely ex-
plained by technology-driven factors. We do not view 
this as a contradiction, because the kind of technolog-
ical change that made the mortgage market develop-
ments possible affected many parts of the economy. 
In particular, much of the technological change under-
lying our previous finding can be attributed to firms 
finally working out how to take advantage of innova-
tions in information technology. The advances we have 
in mind have found uses in all sectors of the economy, 
including the financial services industry, and so can 
be viewed as neutral technological change. In addi-
tion, much of the decline in the equipment price un-
derlying our estimates of the investment-specific 
shocks can be attributed to information technology. 
So investment-specific technological change has also 
contributed to the evolution of the mortgage market.
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Conclusion

This article has attempted to explain two features 
of the turn of the twenty-first century U.S. economy: 
high levels of residential investment and homeowner-
ship rates. Our main findings are as follows. First, it 
appears that the housing boom has not been driven by 
unusually loose monetary policy. This is not to say the 
monetary policy has not been unusually loose, but that 
to the extent it has been loose, this is not what has been 
driving spending on housing. Second, the current lev-
els of spending on new housing are largely explained 
by technology-driven wealth creation over the previous 
decade. Third, changes in the demographic, income, 
educational, and regional structure of the population 
account for about one-half of the increase in homeown-
ership. That is, without any other developments, the 
homeownership rate is likely to have gone up anyway, 
but not by as much as it has done. The last finding is 

that substitution away from rental housing made pos-
sible by developments in the mortgage market, such 
as subprime lending, could account for a significant 
fraction of the increase in residential investment and 
homeownership.

We view our findings as supporting the view that 
the current housing boom may be a temporary transi-
tion toward an era with higher homeownership rates 
in which spending is temporarily higher than histori-
cal norms but will eventually return to such norms. 
While we have so far mostly avoided discussing hous-
ing prices, our findings do suggest that to the extent 
that house prices have grown considerably in recent 
years, this is not due to unusually excessive specula-
tion in the housing market, such as would occur in a 
bubble. Instead, our findings point toward the high 
prices being driven by fundamentals.

NOTES

1Home building and residential investment are not quite the same 
thing, since average home size and quality as well as construction 
costs vary over time. However, they are closely related, and this  
article will use the terms interchangeably.

2Household formation is also affected by conditions in the housing 
market. For example, high house prices or rental rates may induce 
singles to remain at home rather than find a place of their own. The 
discussion here implicitly assumes that these factors are overwhelmed 
by social developments, such as declines in marriage rates among 
the young, and demographic developments, such as the baby boom.

3If households typically stay in a house five years before they 
move, then the relevant expected inflation rate is over five years. 
Expectations of inflation over five years should be slower to 
change than expectations over one year.

4Median wealth has risen less than average wealth, indicating that 
wealth has become more unevenly distributed. Suppose the de-
mand for housing is an inferior good, so that demand for it grows 
less than in proportion to growth in wealth. Think Bill Gates. In this 
case, greater dispersion in wealth should lead to a decline in the 
share of housing in the aggregate portfolio.

5Progress has been made in identifying fiscal shocks. See, for ex-
ample, Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Fisher (2004). However, there is 
much less consensus on the viability of the available identification 
strategies.

6The real price of capital equipment is measured as the NIPA defla-
tor for equipment and software divided by a consumption deflator 
derived from the NIPA deflators for consumer nondurables and  
services. Real GDP is measured in consumption units by dividing 
nominal GDP by the consumption deflator. Time t inflation is the 
difference between the date t and t – 1 values of the log of the con-
sumption deflator.

7The response of output to a shock is the accumulated response of 
Δyt. The response of residential investment is the response of ht 
plus the response of output.

8The AHS is a survey that asks questions about the quality of housing 
in the United States. In gathering information, the U.S. Census 
Bureau interviewers visit or telephone the household occupying 
each housing unit in the sample. For unoccupied units, they obtain 
information from landlords, rental agents, or neighbors. The data 
used for this article is taken from the national survey (there is also 
a metropolitan area survey). The national survey is conducted during 
a three-month to seven-month period during which interviewers 
gather information on housing throughout the country. The survey 
covers about 55,000 housing units every two years, in odd-numbered 
years, and is available only through 2003.

9Chambers, Garriga, and Schlagenhauf (2005) make a similar argu-
ment in the context of a formal model of the life cycle.

10Note that looking at average down payments as a fraction of price 
is not very informative about the relaxation of borrowing constraints, 
since combo loans involve smaller down payments and subprime 
loans involve larger down payments, compared to conventional 
mortgages.

11In 2002, 32.1 percent of households rented and the vacancy rate 
was 8.9 percent. With 108.2 million occupied housing units, the 
number of vacant units equals 0.321 × 108.2 million / 0.911 = 38 
million. Thus, 1.5 percent of 38 million is 0.57 million.
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Introduction and summary

When academic economists talk about business 
cycles, they have something more general in mind 
than persistent fluctuations of gross domestic product 
(GDP) about its trend, which is the definition typical-
ly used by business economists. For an academic 
economist, the business cycle describes the way that 
cyclical fluctuations of GDP typically relate to cycli-
cal fluctuations of other economic time series (such 
as consumption and investment) from the same econ-
omy. One of the most striking findings of the vast ac-
ademic business cycle literature is that irrespective of 
the time period or particular country, business cycles 
are all alike. This means that the typical relationship 
between cyclical fluctuations of GDP and cyclical 
fluctuations of other economic time series of the U.S. 
economy is similar to the typical relationship between 
cyclical fluctuations of the same time series in all oth-
er market-based economies. As Lucas (1977) notes, 
this finding is both important and challenging for the 
study of business cycles, since it suggests the possi-
bility of a unified explanation of business cycles 
based on general laws governing market economies.  

So, we know that national business cycles are 
alike in important ways. What do we know about 
subnational business cycles? Given that subnational 
economies, such as those of U.S. states, are as large 
as some national economies, one would expect their 
business cycles to have been well studied. In contrast 
to national business cycles, little is known about sub-
national business cycles. The goal of this article is to 
expand our knowledge of subnational business cycles 
by testing whether the proposition that all business cy-
cles are alike extends to U.S. states. We limit our anal-
ysis to the business cycles of the U.S. and the five states 
(Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin) of 
the U.S. Federal Reserve’s Seventh District, home of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.1

Our approach follows that of international busi-
ness cycle studies, such as Backus and Kehoe (1992), 
by conducting a detailed analysis of the way in which 
activities within a regional economy relate to the re-
gion’s aggregate business cycle and the way in which 
regional aggregate business cycles relate to one an-
other. The main limitation on subnational business 
cycle research stems from a deficiency of state-level 
data analogous to the national income and product ac-
counts data that are typically used in the analysis of 
national business cycles. We overcome this problem 
by finding suitable state-level proxies for national ac-
count aggregates (please see the appendix for further 
details). Consumption expenditure is proxied by real 
retail sales taxes, investment is proxied by the num-
ber of residential home sales and housing permits, 
while output is proxied by real personal income, vari-
ous measures of labor input (including nonfarm pay-
roll employment and average manufacturing hours) 
and capital utilization. One of the byproducts of this 
analysis is that we uncover new leading variables that 
could serve as useful indicators of the future direction 
of District state business cycles.

We find that District state business cycles are like 
the national business cycle along a number of dimen-
sions. Turning to the within-region analysis, which 
explores the way activities within a regional economy 
relate to the region’s aggregate business cycle, we 
find that state-level analogues of consumption and 
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residential investment have similar business cycle 
characteristics to their national counterparts. More-
over, they tend to be strong leading indicators of the 
national and state business cycles. Our labor market 
analysis yields much stronger results. Here, we find 
that the business cycle characteristics of national and 
state-level measures of labor market activity are vir-
tually identical, especially with regard to whether 
they are procyclical or countercyclical, as well as 
leading or lagging.

A similar conclusion emerges from the across-re-
gion analysis, which explores the way in which re-
gional aggregate business cycles relate to one another. 
We find that irrespective of the data source for mea-
suring aggregate business cycles (we consider real 
personal income and nonfarm payroll employment), 
national and state-level business cycles are highly 
correlated at zero leads and lags. For Michigan and 
Indiana, there is weak evidence that the business cy-
cles of these states lead the national business cycle by 
one quarter. It is fair to say based on these statistics 
that the District state business cycles are well described 
by the national business cycle. We conjecture that the 
high correlations are the result of important common 
shocks that affect both the national and regional busi-
ness cycles. 

These results are important not only for the study 
of business cycles, but also for the conduct of mone-
tary policy. Mundell (1961) and others have argued 
that under certain conditions two or more economies 
may be better off if they abandon their individual 
monetary policies and pursue a common monetary 
policy with a common currency. The key provision 
governing which economies should form a single so-
called optimal currency area (OCA) is the extent to 
which they have similar business cycles. If two or 
more economies have similar business cycles, then  
a common monetary policy for them is optimal. Our 
results suggest that the U.S. and the Seventh District 
clearly fit Mundell’s notion of a single OCA, which 
suggests that optimal monetary policy for the U.S. is 
also the optimal monetary policy for the Seventh Dis-
trict and the District states. 

Brief literature review

Researchers have pursued a number of different 
avenues to overcome the apparent lack of an aggre-
gate monthly or quarterly measure of state-level  
economic activity. A popular approach constructs 
composite indexes of regional activity from a set of 
disaggregate measures of state economies released  
on a monthly or quarterly basis. Crone and Clayton- 
Matthews (2005) use Stock and Watson’s (1989)  

coincident indicator method to derive consistent coin-
cident indexes for all 50 U.S. states. Their indexes 
rely exclusively on state-level labor market data, in-
cluding total nonfarm payroll employment, average 
weekly hours in manufacturing, the unemployment 
rate, and real labor income. Crone and Clayton- 
Matthews do not explore the business cycle aspects 
of their coincident indicators. However, their approach 
follows earlier work by Orr, Rich, and Rosen (1999), 
which focuses on New Jersey and New York. One of 
the findings of this study is that while the amplitudes 
of the coincident index and nonfarm payroll employ-
ment differ, they have identical business cycle turning 
points. This suggests that one could rely solely on the 
nonfarm payroll employment series to identify the 
start and end dates of New Jersey and New York state 
business cycles. A similar picture emerges from the 
closely related study by Clayton-Matthews and Stock 
(1998–99), which constructs similar coincident indi-
cators for Massachusetts. In this more ambitious 
study, the authors estimate a coincident index using 
data on state taxes and labor market indicators. As in 
the other study on New Jersey and New York state 
business cycles, dating the Massachusetts business 
cycle from the estimated coincident index yields the 
same turning points as using only the nonfarm payroll 
employment of the state. Based on these studies, we 
conclude that there are reliable high frequency indi-
cators of aggregate state activity, such as nonfarm 
payroll employment, which can be used to identify 
state business cycles.  

Other researchers have arrived at a similar con-
clusion about regional measures of economic activity 
and have gone on to explore the relationship between 
subnational and national business cycles in a variety of 
ways. Some examples of these business cycle analyses 
include Owyang, Piger, and Wall (2005), Kouparitsas 
(2002), and Hess and Shin (1998). Owyang, Piger, and 
Wall (2005) explore the synchronicity of business  
cycle phases for all 50 states. Their approach to iden-
tifying business cycles is fundamentally different to 
the method used in this article. They adopt a statisti-
cal method that identifies cyclical components of the 
state data, which is consistent with the approach used 
by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) 
to date business cycles. The NBER rule-based ap-
proach to identifying expansions and contractions of-
ten yields different business cycle characteristics to the 
cyclical estimates identified using the statistical meth-
ods that we apply in this article. Despite these meth-
odological differences, Owyang, Piger, and Wall find, 
as we do, that the business cycles of the five Seventh 
District states (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, and 
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Wisconsin) are closely related to the U.S. national 
business cycle.2 Kouparitsas (2002) also explores the 
synchronicity of U.S. regional business cycles. The 
analysis is limited to the eight U.S. Bureau of Econom-
ic Analysis regions. Using an observed component 
technique, the study finds that while economic fluctu-
ations of these economies are similar at business cycle 
frequencies, they are quite different at lower frequen-
cies due to the different industry mix of each region. 
Hess and Shin (1998) is the most closely related study. 
They use a similar approach to the one used in this 
article for their study of the business cycles of nine 
U.S. Census regions and 13 U.S. states. Their results, 
however, are not directly comparable to ours, since 
they focus on annual data and report mean statistics 
across the 22 regions used in their study. 

Methodology

Our approach follows the macroeconomic busi-
ness cycle literature by assuming that the data can be 
broken down into three distinct parts: a trend compo-
nent, which captures permanent changes in the data 
series; a cyclical component, which captures persis-
tent temporary deviations from the trend; and a high 
frequency component, typically referred to as noise, 
which is uninformative about the cyclical or trend 
components. Although it is possible that innovations 
to the trend and cyclical components are common, busi-
ness cycle studies typically assume that these compo-
nents are driven by independent innovations, which 
allow them to ignore the trend properties of the data. 

A common misconception is that the cyclical 
component of any aggregate time series is a measure 
of the aggregate business cycle. This is only true for 
broad indicators of economic activity, such as GDP 
and gross national product (GNP). To see this we need 
to review Burns and Mitchell’s (1946) classic defini-
tion of business cycles, which describes them as “ex-
pansions occurring at about the same time in many 
economic activities, followed by similarly general  
recessions, contractions, and revivals.”3 Although this 
definition is somewhat vague, Burns and Mitchell were 
quite specific about the data that should be used to mea-
sure the aggregate business cycle.4 They recommend-
ed that the aggregate business cycle be measured as 
the cyclical component of the broadest measure of ac-
tivity, in particular GNP. However, they were quick to 
add that estimates of GNP on a quarterly and monthly 
basis were at that time in the experimental stage, which 
led to their recommendation that aggregate business 
cycles be measured by isolating common cyclical 
components from a wide set of variables measured  
at monthly or quarterly intervals. We now have timely 

quarterly measures of aggregate economic activity, 
especially at the national level, so we can measure 
Burns and Mitchell’s definition of the aggregate busi-
ness cycle by extracting the cyclical component of a 
broad measure of activity, such as quarterly GNP.5 

As discussed earlier, District states have a limited 
number of broad indicators of aggregate state-level 
activity. The most obvious choice is the state equiva-
lent of GDP: gross state product (GSP). However, GSP 
arrives with a considerable lag of up to two years and 
is only available at an annual frequency. The alterna-
tives are total personal income and total nonfarm pay-
roll employment, which are published at quarterly and 
monthly intervals, respectively. Both measures have 
been used in the study of regional economic fluctua-
tions. For brevity’s sake and in keeping with the rec-
ommended approach of Burns and Mitchell (1946)— 
that is, to use the broadest measure of regional income 
to measure business cycles—we limit our discussion 
in this article to aggregate business cycles described 
by total personal income. However, we did explore 
the behavior of District state business cycles using both 
these measures of aggregate regional activity. After 
controlling for the fact that employment is a lagging 
indicator, we found that there was very little differ-
ence between aggregate business cycles described  
by personal income and nonfarm employment.6 

Summarizing business cycles
We follow the macroeconomic business cycle  

literature by summarizing regional business cycles 
along three dimensions: comovement, persistence, 
and volatility. 

Comovement reflects the extent to which the  
cyclical component of an activity within a region, 
comprising several states, is correlated with the re-
gion’s aggregate business cycle. If the correlation of  
a cyclical component of an activity with the region’s 
aggregate business cycle is close to one, the activity 
is procyclical, which implies the within-region activi-
ty has similar cyclical peaks and troughs to the re-
gion’s aggregate business cycle. It also means that the 
idiosyncratic component of the cyclical component of 
the within-state activity is small. Alternatively, if the 
correlation is close to minus one, this also implies the 
idiosyncratic component of the state activity is small, 
but now the activity is countercyclical, suggesting 
that a peak for one series is synchronized with a 
trough for the other. 

Correlations can also be used to identify whether 
a within-region activity leads or lags the region’s busi-
ness cycle. We do this by plotting the cross-correlation 
function of the region’s business cycle and the cycle 
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of the within-region activity, which is the sequence of 
correlations of the region’s aggregate business cycle 
at time t with the cycle of the within-region activity at 
time t – j over a range of j. We limit our analysis to 
leads and lags of up to two years. If the maximum  
absolute correlation occurs at time k > 0, this implies 
the within-region activity is a leading indicator of the 
region’s aggregate business cycle. If the maximum 
occurs at j = 0, the activity is called a coincident indi-
cator. Otherwise the activity is a lagging indicator. 
Most cases we explore have a U-shape or an inverted 
U-shape cross-correlation function, where the single 
trough or peak identifies the lead or lag. In some in-
stances, the cross-correlation functions take on a hori-
zontal S-shape or a horizontal Z-shape. We identify 
the lead or lag in those cases as the maximum of the 
absolute value of the peak and trough.  

The persistence of the cyclical component of an 
activity within a region reflects the size of the corre-
lation of the cyclical component with itself at time t 
and time t + 1. If this first-order autocorrelation is 
close to one, the activity has a highly persistent cycle.

The volatility of the cyclical component of a 
time series is captured by its standard deviation. Re-
searchers also study relative volatility, which is sim-
ply the ratio of the standard deviations of the cyclical 
component of a within-region activity and the region’s 
aggregate business cycle. A relative volatility of one 
implies that the within-region activity has the same 
cyclical amplitude as the region’s aggregate business 
cycle, while a relative volatility above one implies 
that the within-region activity has a larger cyclical 
amplitude than the region’s aggregate business cycle.

Estimating cyclical components of time series
There are several competing methods for perform-

ing univariate trend/cycle/noise decompositions. We 
use the most widely used approach, which is based on 
spectral analysis. This technique takes advantage of 
the fact that every time series can be thought of as the 
sum of components spanning different frequencies of 
oscillation. Business cycle studies typically assume 
that fluctuations with low frequency oscillations, last-
ing more than eight years, capture the trend, while 
high frequency oscillations, lasting less than 18 months, 
capture noise. Fluctuations that occur within the range 
of 18 months to eight years are referred to as business 
cycle frequencies. Some researchers have adopted 
slightly wider business cycle ranges by assuming the 
trend is captured by oscillations of ten or more years. 
We found that widening the interval affected the vola-
tility and persistence of business cycles, but had little 
effect on business cycle comovement.  

The easiest way to extract these business cycle 
frequencies is to use a band-pass filter, which essen-
tially zeros out the frequencies of the data that the  
researcher is not interested in. Due to data limitations, 
researchers need to use approximate band-pass filters. 
The results reported in this article are based on data 
filtered by the widely used approximate band-pass  
filter developed by Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003), 
although we find that our main conclusions are not  
affected by the choice of approximate band-pass filter. 

Are subnational and national business  
cycles synchronized?

We begin our analysis by exploring the synchron-
icity of regional and national aggregate business cycles. 
Figure 1 plots the business cycles of U.S. national in-
come (black line) with the business cycles of aggre-
gate income for the Seventh District and aggregate 
income for the individual states (blue lines). It is ob-
vious from this figure that there is a high degree of 
business cycle comovement. This observation is con-
firmed in figure 2, panel A, which plots the cross-cor-
relation function of the national business cycle at time 
t and the District and state cycles from time t – 8 to 
time t + 8. In most cases the peak correlation (ranging 
from 0.76 for Iowa to 0.94 for Illinois) occurs at a zero 
lead/lag. The exceptions are Michigan and Indiana, 
which lead the nation by one quarter. However, the 
point estimates of these correlations are marginally 
higher than those for their contemporaneous counter-
parts. These results suggest that state business cycles 
have relatively small idiosyncratic components, so to 
a very large extent, they reflect the national business 
cycle. 

Figure 1 also implies that the persistence of the 
District state business cycles, with one exception, is 
roughly the same as the persistence of the national 
business cycle. Iowa appears to have a less persistent 
cycle. These observations are confirmed in table 1, 
panel A, which reports the first-order autocorrelations 
of the District state business cycles and the national 
business cycle. According to this table, while Iowa has 
a less persistent cycle with a first-order autocorrelation 
of 0.89, the persistence is roughly 0.93 for the busi-
ness cycles of the other District states and the nation.

Variations in the volatility of the regional busi-
ness cycles are also revealed in figure 1. The business 
cycles of Michigan, Indiana, and Iowa appear to be 
more volatile than the national business cycle, where-
as the business cycles of Illinois and Wisconsin ap-
pear to be roughly similar to the national business 
cycle in terms of volatility. The extent of these differ-
ences is quantified in table 1, panel B, which reports 
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FiguRE 1

Aggregate business cycles

Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis from Haver Analytics.
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TaBlE 1

Across region

 U.S. District Illinois Michigan Indiana Wisconsin Iowa

A. Persistence    

Income 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.89
Nonfarm payroll employment 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93

B. Volatility
 Relative volatility

Income 1.49 1.35 1.04 1.95 1.48 1.10 1.79
Nonfarm payroll employment 1.17 1.20 0.96 1.75 1.48 1.12 1.04

Note: In panel B, income and nonfarm payroll employment are measured in absolute volatility for the U.S.
Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics from Haver Analytics.

FiguRE 2

Across region: Income and total employment 

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics from  
Haver Analytics.

A. Regional income
correlation with U.S. income

B. Regional total employment
correlation with U.S. employment
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the absolute volatility for the national business cycle 
in the first column and the volatility of the state busi-
ness cycles relative to the national business cycle in 
the remaining columns. According to these estimates, 
Michigan and Iowa have business cycles with ampli-
tudes that are twice as large as those of the national 
business cycle.

The most obvious explanation for differences in 
state business cycles is that each state has a different 
mix of industries. Table 2 explores this by reporting 
the share of gross state product accounted for by ma-
jor industries in each of the state economies; it also 
shows this breakdown by industry for the District and 
national economies. Based on these data, Iowa differs 

significantly from the other states in the District in 
that it has an agriculture share that is more than three 
times as large as the share for the District. This sug-
gests that Iowa’s business cycle is more volatile and 
less persistent because Iowa is more sensitive to fluc-
tuations in commodity prices, which are considerably 
more volatile than other prices. In contrast, Illinois is 
an outlier in that it has a manufacturing share (and 
general industry mix) that looks more like the nation-
al average than the District average, which explains 
why the Illinois business cycle is virtually identical  
to the national business cycle. 

Because of the widespread use of state-level em-
ployment data for business cycle analysis, we repeated 
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TaBlE 2

Percent of regional gross state product accounted for by major industry

     Transportation
Region Agriculture Mining Construction Manufacturing & public utilities Trade FIRE Services Government
         
Illinois 0.45 0.23 4.51 14.86 5.95 13.05 22.15 29.32 9.48
Michigan 0.47 0.19 4.71 22.64 4.39 12.66 16.46 28.50 9.98
Indiana 0.62 0.32 4.62 29.73 5.69 11.76 15.56 21.95 9.74
Wisconsin 1.34 0.15 4.42 24.55 4.87 12.33 18.02 23.43 10.89
Iowa 2.70 0.20 3.90 21.93 5.67 13.03 19.18 21.62 11.77
         
District 0.77 0.22 4.53 21.09 5.32 12.65 18.82 26.59 10.02
         
U.S. 1.01 1.24 4.47 14.63 5.04 12.86 19.81 29.30 11.64
         
Note: FIRE is finance, insurance, and real estate.
Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis from Haver Analytics.

this exercise using total nonfarm payroll employment. 
Panel B of figure 2 reports the cross-correlation func-
tions for national and state employment business  
cycles. These results are virtually identical to our 
findings for personal income. Just as in the income 
case, most states have peak correlations at a zero 
lead/lag, while Michigan and Indiana weakly lead the 
nation by one quarter. With the exception of Iowa, 
there is little difference in the relative persistence and 
volatility of District state business cycles measured 
using income and employment (see table 1 for de-
tails). In contrast, Iowa’s employment business cycle 
is more persistent and less volatile than its income 
business cycle. This result reinforces our argument 
that differences in Iowa’s income business cycle large-
ly reflect differences in income due to price fluctuations, 
since fluctuations in employment reflect fluctuations 
in the volume rather than the value of production. 

Are national, District, and state business  
cycles alike?

The previous section established that there is a 
relatively high synchronization of national and Dis-
trict state aggregate business cycles. Does this mean 
that national and state business cycles are alike? The 
answer to this question is no. When Lucas (1977) and 
other business cycle researchers talk about business 
cycles being alike, they are referring to similarities in 
the way that cyclical fluctuations of activities within a 
region relate to the aggregate cycle of the region. The 
goal of this section is to compare national and subna-
tional business cycles along as many within-region 
dimensions as we can.

Considerable effort has gone into understanding 
the dynamics of national income and various expendi-
ture aggregates at the national and international levels. 

Therefore, any analysis of regional business cycles 
would be lacking if it did not provide analogues to 
these widely known facts about national business  
cycles. We begin with investment activity.

Investment
Investment expenditure is not available at the 

state level, so we must explore other indicators of in-
vestment activity. These data are limited to residential 
investment, since there are no state measures of busi-
ness investment. Our residential investment indicators 
are the number of construction permits for housing 
and the number of home sales (new and existing). 
Figure 3 reveals that these indicators have similar  
cyclical properties to residential investment.  

It is well known from the work of Fisher (2001) 
and others that residential investment tends to lead 
business investment over the business cycle. Turning 
to panel A of figure 4, we see the cross-correlation 
function of U.S. business investment from time t – 8 
to t + 8 and national income has a peak correlation of 
0.93 with the national income cycle at a zero lead/lag. 
The cross-correlation function for national residential 
investment and income, on the other hand, leads na-
tional income by three quarters with a peak correlation 
of 0.83. Panel B of figure 4 reveals that the cross-cor-
relation functions for both of our indicators of resi-
dential investment with income have a similar shape 
to that of residential investment, with a peak correla-
tion of 0.58 occurring at a lead of four quarters for 
housing permits and a peak correlation of 0.63 occur-
ring at a lead of three quarters for home sales.

In figure 5, cross-correlation functions for District-
level housing permits and income, as well as District 
home sales and income, are shown to have the same 
shape as the national level data, including peak corre-
lations of 0.47 and 0.69, respectively, at a lead of three 
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FiguRE 3

U.S. residential investment

Notes: LHS means left-hand scale. RHS means right-hand scale.
Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau, and National Association  
of Realtors from Haver Analytics.

A. U.S. residential investment vs. U.S. housing permits
percent deviation from trend (LHS & RHS)

B. U.S. residential investment vs. U.S. home sales
percent deviation from trend

FiguRE 4

Within region: Investment

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Census Bureau, and National Association 
of Realtors from Haver Analytics.

A. U.S. business and residential investment
correlation with U.S. income
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quarters. Results for state-level data echo the national 
and District-level data, with statistically significant 
positive correlations for leading housing permits and 
home sales and insignificant correlations lagged of 
housing permits and home sales. The peak correlations 
between state-level income and housing permits and 
state-level income and home sales are similar in mag-
nitude to the District-level results and vary from leads 
of two to four quarters. These findings suggest that 

housing permits and home sales are reliable leading 
indicators of regional cyclical income fluctuations.

The persistence of housing permits and home 
sales cycles is reported in table 3, panel A. These esti-
mates suggest that there is very little variation across 
the region in terms of persistence. Panel B of table 3 
reports the volatility of housing permits and home sales. 
The top row of this panel reports the absolute volatili-
ty of regional income, or the standard deviation of the 
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FiguRE 5

Within region: Housing permits and home sales

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the National Association of Realtors from Haver Analytics.

B. Regional home sales
correlation with regional income

A. Regional housing permits
correlation with regional income
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percentage deviation of the cycle from its trend. The 
following rows report the relative volatility of an ac-
tivity, which is the ratio of the standard deviation of 
the cycle of the regional activity to the standard devi-
ation of the region’s income cycle. Values above one 
imply the activity is more volatile than the region’s in-
come cycle. The U.S. column reveals that housing per-
mits have a relative volatility of 7.71, which is slightly 
higher than the relative volatility of residential invest-
ment, while home sales, with a relative volatility of 
4.80, are less volatile than both residential investment 
and housing permits. Moving along the housing per-
mits and home sales rows, we see that the District 
states have the same pattern. 

Consumption
Countless business cycle studies have document-

ed that national consumption expenditure measured 
by personal consumption expenditure exhibits strong 
positive comovement with national income. Personal 
consumption expenditure is not available at the state 
level, so we use a measure of retail sales derived from 
retail sales tax revenue, which is available at the state 
level, as a proxy for consumption spending. We plot 
the cyclical components of these national time series 
in figure 6. National retail sales tax revenue is rough-
ly twice as volatile as national consumption expendi-
ture (see table 3, panel B). Along all other cyclical 
dimensions, these series appear to be very similar. 

Panel A of figure 7 reveals that the cross-correlation 
function of U.S. retail sales tax revenue and income 

has an identical shape to that of U.S. consumption 
and income, including a peak correlation of 0.87, 
with a one quarter lead. This suggests that retail sales 
tax revenue is a reliable proxy for consumption. 

Turning to the District-level data in panel B of 
figure 7, we find that although the relationship is 
weaker, there is a relatively strong positive relation-
ship between retail sales tax revenue and District in-
come, with the peak correlation of 0.66 occurring at  
a zero lag/lead. The cross-correlation functions of 
Michigan and Illinois display a similar pattern to the 
District. However, the peak correlation is somewhat 
lower for Illinois at 0.52. This suggests that retail 
sales tax data are a coincident indicator of business 
cycles of the larger District states. For the remaining 
states, Iowa, Indiana, and Wisconsin, the correlation 
between cyclical fluctuations in state income and state 
retail sales tax revenue is positive at a zero lead/lag, 
but it is close to zero and not statistically significant. 
Panel A of table 3 reveals that the persistence of the 
state retail sales tax revenue cycles is less than that of 
the national cycle, with a range of 0.81 for Indiana to 
0.91 for Illinois. With the exception of Wisconsin, the 
state retail sales tax revenue cycles are roughly twice 
as volatile as the state income cycles, which are slight-
ly more volatile than the national cycle (see table 3, 
panel B). Wisconsin’s retail sales tax revenue cycle 
has a relative volatility of eight. Overall, these results 
suggest that over the business cycle, Michigan’s and 
Illinois’s consumption and income behave in a similar 
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TaBlE 3

Within region

 U.S. District Illinois Michigan Indiana Wisconsin Iowa 

A. Persistence 

Income 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.89

Business investment 0.94
Residential investment 0.94
Existing home sales 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.87
Housing permits 0.86 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.85

Personal consumption 0.94
Retail sales tax revenue 0.92 0.87 0.91 0.89 0.81 0.83 0.86

Nonfarm payroll employment 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93
Average hours in manufacturing 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.86
Initial unemployment claims 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.86
Unemployment rate 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.89 0.90 0.90
Real wage 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.90 0.82 0.84 0.84

Capital utilization  0.87 0.87
(industrial sector) 

B. Volatility

Income 1.49 2.00 1.54 2.90 2.20 1.64 2.67

 Relative volatility

Business investment 3.21      

Residential investment 6.79      
Existing home sales 4.80 5.15 5.86 3.87 5.64 7.00 5.05
Housing permits 7.71 10.36 12.10 8.91 10.10 11.56 7.15

Personal consumption 0.79      
Retail sales tax revenue 1.87 1.64 2.31 2.11 2.70 8.12 2.31

Nonfarm payroll employment 0.79 0.70 0.72 0.70 0.78 0.80 0.45
Average hours in manufacturing 0.56 0.53 0.57 0.77 0.69 0.47 0.43
Initial unemployment claims 7.43 7.58 7.83 6.76 8.24 9.09 5.04
Unemployment rate 0.43 0.38 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.48 0.14
Real wage 0.74 0.69 0.93 0.65 0.59 0.71 0.36

Capital utilization 1.56 1.82
(industrial sector)

Note: In panel B, income is measured in absolute volatility for the U.S., the District, and District states.
Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,  
U.S. Census Bureau, and National Association of Realtors, all from Haver Analytics, and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

way to their national counterparts; this also applies to 
the District as a whole. No clear conclusions can be 
reached for the other states. In light of these results, 
we are working on improving the quality of our retail 
sales tax data for these states by doing a more com-
plete correction for tax rate changes and harmonizing 
the accounting rules, so we consider the findings of 
this section to be incomplete at this time.

The remaining components of national expendi-
ture are government spending and net exports. We  
are working on assembling data for state-level gov-
ernment spending, so we are unable to report those 
results at this time. Exports are the only component 

of net exports that are available at the state level, but 
our data samples are too small for any meaningful 
business cycle analysis, so we leave it to future re-
search to explore the business cycle properties of  
exports at the state level. 

Labor market
 The cyclical behavior of labor market data has 

been the focus of many business cycle studies (see 
the surveys of Cooley, 1995; King and Rebelo, 1999). 
There is considerable overlap in labor market data 
available at the national and state levels. We explore 
five measures of labor market activity: total nonfarm 
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FiguRE 7

Within region: Consumption and retail sales tax revenue

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis from Haver Analytics and the U.S. Census Bureau.
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of Economic Analysis from Haver Analytics and the U.S. Census Bureau.
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payroll employment, average weekly hours in manu-
facturing, initial unemployment insurance claims, the 
unemployment rate, and the real wage. 

We find that both national measures of labor in-
put—nonfarm employment and average hours—are 
positively correlated with national income over the 
business cycle (see figure 8). Total employment’s peak 
correlation of 0.91 occurs at a lag of one quarter, 

while average hours has a peak correla-
tion of 0.83 at a lead of two quarters.  
In contrast, both indicators of national 
unemployment—initial unemployment 
claims and the unemployment rate—have 
a negative correlation with national in-
come over the business cycle. Initial un-
employment claims is a leading indicator, 
with a minimum correlation of –0.86, 
which occurs at a lead of two quarters. 
The unemployment rate, which is well 
known to be highly countercyclical, has  
a minimum correlation with national in-
come of –0.91, which occurs at a zero  
lead/lag, making it a coincident indicator. 
Finally, we find that the correlation of the 
real wage and income is not significantly 
different from zero at all leads and lags. 
All these findings are consistent with ear-
lier business cycle studies of national la-
bor market dynamics.

Figure 9, which features regional  
labor market data, reveals that the cross-correlation 
functions of District-level labor and income data have 
very similar shapes to their national counterparts in 
figure 8. There are some slight differences in the lo-
cation of peak/minimum correlations. However, vari-
ables that were leading or lagging indicators at the 
national level continue to be leading or lagging indi-
cators at the District level. 
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FiguRE 8

Within region: U.S. labor

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and 
U.S. Department of Labor from Haver Analytics.
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FiguRE 9

Within region: Regional labor

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and  
U.S. Department of Labor from Haver Analytics.
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FiguRE 10

Within region: Industrial electricity consumption

Sources: Authors’ calculations based on data from the U.S. Bureau  
of Economic Analysis from Haver Analytics and the Board of Governors  
of the Federal Reserve System.
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Labor market data for Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
and Wisconsin also closely resemble the national labor 
market data. Total employment and average hours 
have significant positive correlations with income, 
while initial unemployment claims and the unemploy-
ment rate have significant negative correlations with 
income at similar leads and lags as those for the Dis-
trict and nation. We also find that the correlation of 
the real wage and income is close to zero at all leads 
and lags. In the case of Iowa, estimates of the correla-
tion between labor market activity and income over 
the business cycle are less precise than for the other 
states. The most obvious example is the cross-corre-
lation function of average hours and income for Iowa, 
which is insignificant at all leads and lags.7 

Panel A of table 3 (p. 54) reveals that the state  
labor market fluctuations and national labor market 
fluctuations show similar persistence. All measures are 
highly persistent, with the real wage displaying the low-
est persistence and employment the highest persistence. 

With the exception of initial unemployment 
claims, cyclical fluctuations in labor market variables 
at both the national and state levels are less volatile 
than for income (see table 3, panel B). In most cases, 

employment is more volatile than aver-
age hours and unemployment. There is 
no clear ranking for the real wage. The 
initial unemployment claims category, on 
the other hand, is considerably more vola-
tile than income, with a relative volatility 
of 7.43 at the national level and between 
5.04 and 9.09 for the District states.

Overall, these findings suggest that 
the cyclical properties of District state la-
bor markets are virtually identical to those 
of the national labor market. 

Capital utilization
The final dimension of comparison 

is capital utilization. Measures of capital 
utilization, such as industrial electricity 
usage, are only available at the national 
and District levels. We find at the nation-
al level that electricity usage/capital utili-
zation has a strong positive relationship 
with income (see figure 10). The peak 
correlation for these series (0.76) occurs 

with a lead of one quarter. The District cross-correla-
tion function has an almost identical shape to the na-
tion’s, including a peak correlation of 0.77, which 
occurs at a lead of one quarter. These results suggest 
that electricity usage is a reliable leading indicator of 
District-level cyclical activity.

Conclusion

Our within-region results suggest that we can ex-
pand Lucas’s (1977) comment about business cycles to 
read that irrespective of the time period or size of the 
economy, business cycles are all alike. This is wel-
come news for business cycle theorists, since it sug-
gests that models that have been developed or are 
being developed to explain national business cycles 
are applicable to subnational business cycles. Our  
results are also of interest to those charged with the 
formulation of U.S. monetary policy, since they im-
ply that the U.S. and the Seventh District fit Mundell’s 
notion of a single optimal currency area, which sug-
gests that the “best” monetary policy for the U.S. is 
also the “best” monetary policy for the Seventh Dis-
trict and the District states.
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APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF DATA

The data on real U.S. gross domestic product, consump-
tion, and investment come from the national accounts 
published by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA).

For the regional level analysis, we use quarterly 
personal income data (published by the BEA). Personal 
income includes all sources of earnings, such as wages, 
interest and dividends, proprietor’s income, and other 
miscellaneous labor income, by place of residence. 

Since consumption is not directly available at the 
state level, we proxy for consumer expenditure by using 
retail sales tax revenue data. The data on retail sales tax 
revenue are published by the U.S. Census Bureau on a 
quarterly basis and provide the quarterly estimates of 
sales and gross receipts taxes on goods and services for 
individual states. 

To proxy for residential investment at the state lev-
el, we use the data on housing construction permits and 
home sales. The data set on construction permits covers 
new privately owned housing units and is collected and 
published by the U.S. Census Bureau. We also use data 
on the number of home sales, including new and existing 
privately owned single-family houses, condominiums, 
and cooperative housing; these data are published by the 
National Association of Realtors. 

Our measure of capital utilization is electricity 
power use, by industry, which is published by the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as part of 

its industrial production and capacity utilization data re-
lease, Federal Reserve Statistical Release G.17. The data 
are limited to national and District measures of electrici-
ty power use, by industry.

Our labor market indicators include data on initial 
unemployment claims (that is, the number of people fil-
ing new claims for state unemployment insurance), av-
erage weekly hours in the manufacturing sector, and 
total nonfarm payroll employment. These data are re-
corded by the local state governments and published by 
the U.S. Department of Labor. Also included in our data 
set is the unemployment rate, which represents the frac-
tion of the labor force that is unemployed. These unem-
ployment rate series are published monthly by the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Our measure of nominal 
wages is total wage and salary disbursements, by place  
of work, from the BEA’s personal income data divided 
by the product of total nonfarm payroll employment and 
average weekly hours in manufacturing.

All nominal data are deflated by the national Per-
sonal Consumption Expenditures Price Index to yield 
real consumption based measures of economic activity. 
We explored alterative approaches that deflated nominal 
data by either the Midwest Census Region Consumer 
Price Index or metropolitan Consumer Price Indexes. 
These approaches yield virtually identical results to 
those reported in this article. 

1Iowa is the only state that is wholly within the Seventh Federal 
Reserve District’s boundaries, while the District includes the south-
ern portions of Wisconsin and Michigan and the northern portions 
of Illinois and Indiana. Since data at the state level are based on 
state boundaries, our study includes parts of Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Illinois, and Indiana that are in other Federal Reserve districts.

2See Owyang, Piger, and Wall (2005), table 6, p. 615.

3See Burns and Mitchell (1946), p. 3.

4For detailed information on the discussion that follows, please see 
Burns and Mitchell (1946), pp. 72–76.

5This article follows Harding and Pagan (2002). Broad indicators 
of activity, such as GDP, typically arrive with a considerable lag 
and are only available on a quarterly basis, so researchers have  
followed Burns and Mitchell’s approach to identifying business  
cycles by using techniques that extract common fluctuations from  
a potentially large cross section of disaggregate data that arrives 

more frequently than broad indicators. This is the thinking that un-
derlies the popular diffusion index approach of Stock and Watson 
(1998). The outcomes from these exercises, such as the Chicago 
Fed National Activity Index (CFNAI), yield measures of the busi-
ness cycle that are consistent with business cycles estimated using 
a single broad indicator, such as GDP.

6Interested readers may contact the authors for copies of these ad-
ditional figures and tables.

7Labor market data are widely used in studies of regional business 
cycles. For example, Crone and Clayton-Matthews (2005) use 
monthly total nonfarm payroll employment, average weekly hours 
in manufacturing, real wage, and the unemployment rate to esti-
mate all 50 state-level business cycles using the Stock and Watson 
(1989) common factor approach. They find that these employment 
indicators are coincident indicators of the employment business  
cycle for four of the District states. The one exception is Illinois,  
for which average weekly hours in manufacturing is a leading indi-
cator, with a lead of one month.

NOTES
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